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Clinton visits the Valley
National forest
environmental
plan unveiled

K

DYLAN BOUCHERLE/wnior photographer

George Washington National Forest is backdrop for Clinton speech
RIAN WESTLEY
assistant news editor
REDDISH KNOB OVERLOOK, Oct. 13
— For the first time in at least 40 years, a
U.S. President paid a visit to George
Washington National Forest today,
taking advantage of the pristine view to
announce a plan to preserve millions of
acres of roadless national forest in
Virginia and 33 other states.
Located about 30 minutes from JMU
and overlooking thousands of acres of
the national forest from an elevation of
several thousand feet, Reddish Knob was
transformed on Wednesday morning
from a remote overlook to the center of
much attention. About 120 invited guests
ll?U'.'Ul
Boozin' and Bookin'
■ An alcohol awareness speaker got beyond some of the myths
behind college drinking in "Beer.
Booze and Books." Page 3

of the president, 50 members of the press
and 20 U.S. and state congressmen
gathered on the mountaintop, said
Nadine
Pollock,
U.S.
Forest
spokeswoman for the Bridgewater office.
Established in 1917, George
Washington National Forest consists of
1.76 million acres of land and stretches
about 350 miles from Winchester to the
Tennessee and Kentucky state lines,
covering much of the Appalachians and
Shenandoah Valley, a forest service
spokesperson said.
Directly impacted by President
Clinton's announcement is the Little
River Wilderness Roadless Area, which
encompasses 27,248 acres of land in the

President
Clinton
shakes hands
with crowd
after his
speech in the
George
Washington
National Forest
yesterday,
above. Right:
Clinton extols
the virtues of
land preservation in his
speech.

As part of Mademoiselle's Life-O-Matic Tour,
students had a chance to sport the latest
fashions while the Atomic Fireballs, left, provided entertainment. Pages 20-21

REDDISH KNOB OVERLOOK,
Oct. 13 — President Clinton's
latest announcement hit closer to
home for Shenandoah Valley
residents than usual today.
Standing against the backdrop of a sweeping mountain
vista dotted with bursts of fall
foliage, Clinton announced the
outline of an environmental plan
that will prohibit any development in "roadless," undisturbed
national forests. Clinton discussed his plan in the George
Washington National Forest,
about 30 minutes from JMU.
Joined by Agriculture Secretary Dan Glickman and Peter
Pinchot, grandson of Gifford
Pinchot, one of America's pioneers of conservation, Clinton
issued a call to protect America's
national forests.
"Within our national forests,
there are large parcels of land
that don't contain roads of any
kind, and in most cases, never
have," Clinton said. "These areas
represent some of the last, best
unprotected wildlands anywhere in our nation.
"Today we launch one of the
largest land preservation
efforts in America's history to
protect these priceless backcountry lands."
Clinton said the U.S. Forest
Service will prepare an analysis
of the exact placement of potentially protectable forest land and
will then present a formal proposal. Clinton's plan, which will
preserve more than 40 million
acres of undeveloped national
forests — 20 percent of total
national forest land — has
caused disputes with Republicans and logging leaders. Oppo-

KATIE YllLSQttlpholo editor

see FOREST page 9

I Wanna Be a Supermodel

ELLY HANNON &
GINAMONTEFUSCO
news editors
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That Old Equine Feeling
>

JMU's Equestrian Club, in its first year of
competition, placed third at Virginia Tech
on Sunday. JMU placed ahead of last year's
champion, Randolph Macon. Page 27

see CUNTON page 9

JMU is Getting Sauce'y

■ UPB has announced that
G. Love and Special Sauce
will perform at the Convo on
Nov. 14. Page 17
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Bible Study, 8:15 p.m., 690 S Mason St ,
sponsored by Wesley Foundation, call
Ben at 434-3490
• Bill Irwin speaks on Appalachian
Trail adventure and recovery from
alcoholism, 7 p.m., Grafton Stovall
Theatre
• Brown Bag
Festival Board
of alcohol and
academic life of

Lunch, 12 p.m.,
Room, discussion
its effects on the
students

Primetime, 8 p.m., sponsored
by Campus Crusade for Christ, call
Laura at 434-6243
• Fellowship Dinner, 5:30 p.m., 690 S. Mason St., sponsored by
Wesley Foundation, call Ben at 434-3490
• InterVarsity Christian Fellowship Large Group, 7 p.m., Miller 101,
call Sarah at 574-4980
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• College Republicans meeting to go to Richmond for
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worse by Steven Glass
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Acappella Concert, 7:30 p.m., Wilson Hall, featuring Exit 245
and The Bluestones, sponsored by Students for Camp
Heartland, call Cheryl at 438-5762
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by Ben Fordney
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ELISSA FORREST
police reporter
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An unidentified individual
allegedly came to a sorority several
times between Oct. 7 and Oct. 9 in
unsolicited attempts to meet with a
female JMU student who reportedly
did not want to meet with the
individual
The subject is allegedly a nonstudent who met the student off
campus at a social event.
The matter was referred to
campus police and since then has
been resolved.
In other matters, campus police
report the following:
Possession
of
Marijuana/
Underage Possession of Alcohol
• Allyson L. Bowers, 18, of
Culpeper, was arrested and charged
with possession of marijuana and
underage possession of alcohol on
Oct. 10 at 2:57 a.m. in the CISAT lot
C-3.

Underage Possession of Alcohol
• Garret N. Funkhouser, 19, of
Bethesda, Md., was arrested and
charged with underage possession
of alcohol on Oct. 9 at 1:38 a.m. in
front of the Alpha Sigma Alpha
sorority house
• Jacob S. Woody, 19, of
Richmond, was arrested and
charged with underage possession
of alcohol on Oct. 9 at 2:45 a.m. at
Newman Lake.
• Michael S. Carter, 19, of Salem,
was arrested and charged with
underage possession of alcohol on
Oct. 9 at 2:45 a.m. at Newman
Lake.
• Non-student Megan A. Minton,
18, of Salem, was arrested and
charged with underage possession
of alcohol on Oct. 9 at 2:45 a.m. at
Newman Lake.
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17
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"To the press alone, chequered as
it is with abuses, the world is
indebted for all the triumphs
which have been gained by
reason and humanity over error
and oppression."
— fames Madison
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Knights honored
for service work
FAT
ATIE LEWIS
contributing writer
The JMU Chapter of the
Knights of Columbus recently
tied to win the international college Youth Activity Award for its
participation in volunteer service
and charity work.
The annual Knights of
Columbus College Council
Award contest took place in
New Haven, Conn. Sept. 2426.
The JMU council competed
against 30 other college councils from around the world and
tied for first place with
Stonehill (Mass.) College to win
one of five annual awards.
"Our council is consistently
recognized in the top two or
three in the nation," said senior
Matt Radek, president of the
JMU KOC council. "It's quite an
honor."
KOC is a Catholic men's service fraternity with more than 1.6
million members in 12 countries.
Charity, unity, fraternity and
patriotism are the foundations on

which the group is based. The
JMU council was founded in
1986 and has more than 20 brothers, all of whom are involved in
community
service
in
Harrisonburg and in their hometowns.

Our council is
consistently
recognized in the
top two or three
yy
in the nation . ..
Matt Radek
Knighls of Columbus president
For several years the brothers
have gone to the Harrisonburg
Boys & Girls Club every Friday
to volunteer in the Kid's Cafe, a
program where they help cook
and serve dinner for needy children. The brothers also help the

children with their homework,
spend time with them, and give
them friendship and attention
they may not receive at home.
Most importantly, the
brothers have regular attendance at the Boys & Girls Club,
so the children can get to know
them.
KOC's volunteer service also
includes visiting sick children in
the hospital at Halloween,
canned food drives, fundraisers
for the mentally disabled and the
Special Olympics.
"I'm more appreciative of
what I have," sophomore Tom
Haines said. "By volunteering,
I really feel that everyone has
a mission and a purpose in
life."
KOC also provides friendship
among Catholic men.
"It has helped me to interact
with other members of my religious faith and for us to grow
together in our faith," sophomore Bill Henley said. "I have
learned a great deal of satisfaction one can receive from helping
others as well."

Books, beer don't mix
Speaker discusses myths about college drinking
|ARA HAFER
staff writer
Alcohol Awareness Month
continued with "Beer, Booze and
Books" on Monday in GraftonStoval Theatre.
The featured speaker was
Jim Matthews, who works on
alcohol and drug problems at
Keene State (N.H.) College, said
Ann Simmons, coordinator of
health education for the
University Health Center.
Matthews is also a certified
trainer for substance abuse and
has presented his discussion at
more than 75 universities.
Before beginning his presentation, Matthews expressed his
disappointment with the low
attendance.
"There are over 15,000 students attending this university
yet we only see about 150 people
here," Matthews said. "Where is
everybody?"
Matthews said the low attendance may have been because a
large percentage of college students have a preconceived
notion about alcohol-related presentations.
He asked that everyone cast
aside any preconceived notions
they may have had in order to

T

KRISTF.N GVBVlAlcontributing photographer

Jim Matthews educates students about how drinking begins and
the effects it has during "Beer, Booze and Books" on Monday.

fully appreciate the presentation.
Matthews disregarded the
belief that college students
learn about alcohol during their
years at college. Matthews said
people actually learn about
alcohol at a young age through
movies like "Beauty and the
Beast" and ads like the
Budweiser frogs.
Matthews said about 10.8 mil-

lion seventh through 12th
graders currently drink in the
United States. He also said about
8 million of these children drink
weekly.
Matthews explained that he
wasn't out to tell college students
not to drink — instead, he wanted to heighten awareness.
see ALCOHOL page 7
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SGA President Austin Adams speaks at a recent SGA meeting.
This week's meeting ended early due to a lack of quorum.

SGA meeting
grinds to halt
Low attendance forces early ending
CHRISTIE MESSINA
SGA reporter
Student
Government
Association's Tuesday night
meeting included a return visit
from Tim Emry, the 1998-'99
SGA President.
Emry spoke about the virtues
of public service and JMU's student government.
"I'm really, really excited to
see so many people here,"
Emry said.
"JMU's student government
has an incredible reputation for
activism and organization that
precedes itself around the state,"
Emry said. "I'll put my money
on the fact that this is the best
student government in the state
of Virginia."
Irony reigned later in the meeting when SGA President Austin
Adams said the Senate's condition
was a "debacle," a failure, when a
quorum call forced the early ending of the meeting. Many SGA
members didn't return to the
meeting after a recess given to
take yearbook photos.
When quorum is called, twothirds (54 of 81 senators) must be
present to conduct official business. Quorum was called during >i
debate over House Rules, which
govern how the SGA runs, and
the meeting ended since not
enough senators were present.
SGA did conduct some business before quorum.
Representatives from Eta
Sigma Gamma health science
honor society outlined the intentions of Depression Education
Week, which their chapter is
sponsoring for the second year.
It will be held Oct. 25-29.
Senior Liz Hall, a member of
Eta Sigma Gamma's fundraising

committee, said Depression
Education Week is intended to
"increase awareness of the signs,
symptoms and effects of depression, increase the use of available
mental health resources and
decrease stigmas associated with
depression."
The senate voted to allocate
$1,029.60 from the contingency
fund to subsidize costs involved
with Depression Education
Week. It was determined that Eta
Sigma Gamma had exhausted all
available fundraising methods.
SGA Treasurer Mike Parris
said SGA has $27,712 in the contingency fund.
SGA is purchasing six voting
machines to use in SGA elections
from the Harrisonburg County
Government at $750 apiece. That
money is coming out of the SGA
budget, not the contigency fund.
Also at the meeting:
• Food Services Committee cochair Taylor Srurtevant clarified
the reasons why students are
unable to use punches at all oncampus dining facilities. He said
JMU cannot afford to employ
punches at all facilities, nor
would they be able to produce
enough food or employees to
handle the increased demand.
• SGA Vice President Heather
Herman said students can vote
Wednesday on the final contestants for the Mr. and Ms. Madison
competition on the commons.
• Legislative Action Committee
chair Chris Fortier proposed possible lobbying issues including
financial aid, capital spending,
faculty retention and recruitment.
• Municipal amendments to the
House Rules were made while
there were soil enough senators to
vote, but the entire document was
never ratified due to quorum.
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Sun. Oct 17

Mon. Oct 18

Oatmeal
Scrambled Eggs
O'Brien Potatoes
Sausage Link
Pancakes
Tomato Barley Soup
Roast Turkey / Gravy
Mashed Potatoes
Bread Dressing

Chicken Noodle Soup
Fish Nuggets
Beef Burgundy
Egg Noodles
Spinach
Corn on the Cob

Peas
Spicy Rice Pilal

Wed. Oct 20

Thurs. Oct 21

M. OCT 11

Sat. Oct 23

Senate Bean Soup
Hot Turkey Sandwich
Bean and Beef Burrilo
Mashed Potatoes
Corn

Cream of Tomato Soup
BBQ Beef Sandwich
Herb Chicken
Parmesan Roasted
Potatoes

Chicken Tomato Rica Soup
Chicken Nuggets
Tomato, Basil Fish
Spanish Rice

Manhattan Clam

Cream of Wheat
Scrambled Eggs
O'Brien Potatoes
Sausage Patty

Sugar Snap Peas

Carrots
Fried Okra

Broccoli
Lima Beans

Casserole
Mashed Potatoes

Tues. Oct 19

Chowder
Hot Roast Beef Sandwich
Cheese Enchilada

Onion Rings
Green Bean Casserole

Pancakes
Broccoli Cheddar Soup
Chicken Patty Sandwich
Tomato Herb Sauce
Green Beans

Indian Vegetable

Black Bean and

Cuban Shephard Pie

Vegetable Burrito

Pasla and Bean Stew

Vegetable Burrito

Pasta w/ Three Cheeses
Pasla w/ Chicken &
Peppers

Baked Rotini
w/ Italian Sausage
Pasta with Ham & Spinach

Baked Ravioli
Tortellini w/ Roasted Garlic

Meat Balls w/ Sauce
Pasla w/ Carbonara Sauce

Eggplant Parmesan

Exhibition Salad:

Taco Salad

Chicken Pasta Salad

Wrap:
Soup:

Chefs Salad
Southwestern Wrap

Chicken Caesar Salad

Chicken Ranch Wrap
Fiesta Vegetable Soup

Italian Vegetable Soup

Tuna Wrap
Black Bean Soup

Club Wrap
Tangy Three Bean Soup

Spinach Salad
Italian Wrap
Tunisian Tomato Soup

Grilled Cheese
Sandwich

Turkey Burgers
Breaded Zucchini

Grilled Chicken Breast
Grilled Reuben

Veggie Burger
Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Grilled Chicken Breast
Potato Munchers

Turkey Burger
Tuna Melt

Grilled Cheese
Sandwich

Turkey Cutlets / Gravy
Roast Lamb
Oven Roasted Potato
Broccoli
California Mixed Vegetables

Wing Dings
Baked N.E.Scrod
Rice
Green Beans
Cauliflower

Pumpkin Soup with Sunflower Seeds

Chicken Fajitas

Rosemory Roost Pork Loin w/ Gnrry

Country Style Steak

Fried Fish
Chicken Teriyaki

Spaghetti Casserole
Santa Fe Chicken

Souteed (hkken Brent with Tomato

Rice
Peas
Herbed Mixed Squash

Sesame Noodles
Oriental Mixed Vegetables
Corn

Rice
Red Beans
Broccoli

Vegan Fried Rice

Felafel/Tzatziki

MAMA MIA:

Roast Beef / Gravy
Vegetarian Lasagna
Rice
Carrots
Zucchini & Tomatoes

Patties /Raita

Chili Relleno Omelette

Tonogon Some
Country Style Whipped Potatoes
Roasted Autumn Vegetables

Pasla w/ Clams
and Lemon Sauce

Sauteed Onions
Sauteed Peppers

Broccoli with Red Peppers
Posto with Butternut Squash

Couscous
Moroccan Stew

Noodles Romanotl

Zucchini Cakes

MAMA MIA:

Calzone
Pasta with Mushrooms

Baked Manicotti
Chicken Marsala

Fettuccini Alfredo
Chicken Parmesan
Baked Pasta
w/ Ratatouille

and Herbs

WlkM* SDll^SS
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Baked Tortellini
Pasta w/ Ham and Peas

THURSDAY, QCT 14
7:30 a.m.-8 p.m.

^\-^
M'SfER
III CHIPS

FRIDAY. OCT 15
7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.

GIBBONS DINING HALL ~ ENT. 4/5
OPEN DURING FALL BREAK WEEKEND WITH
REGULAR HOURS

SATURDAY. QCT 16

CLOSED
5

p.m.,

Monday,

Oct

Lakeside Express CLOSED

Reopens

Mrs. Greens closes 2 p.m.

Reopens 11 a.m., Monday, Oct 18

Let's Gol closes 2 p.m.

Reopens 11

18

Market One closes 2 p.m.

Reopens 7:30 a.m., Monday, Oct 18

The Festival closes 2 p.m.

Reopens

5

Coffee Beanery closes 2 p.m.

Reopens

11

Door 4 Subs closes 3 p.m.

Reopens

11 a.m., Monday, Oct 18

SUNDAY. OCT 17
5 p.m. -11 p.m.

Sunday,

Oct

PC Dukes closes 3 p.m.

Reopens 3:30 p.m., Sunday, Oct 17

TDU closes 5 p.m.

Reopens 7:45 m., Monday, Oct 18

FRIDAY. OCT 14

Rosemary Roast Pork Loin with Gravy

£3 (SI

Friday. October 15

Tomato Tarragon Sauce

ItSiw^i

CLOSED
Saturday. October 16
CLOSED

Reopens 11 a.m. Monday, Oct 18

Sauteed Chicken Breast with

Country Style Whipped Potatoes
Roasted Autumn Vegetables
Broccoli with Red Peppers
Pasta with Butternut Squash

Sunday. October 17
5 p.m. - 10 p.m.

Lowia LITIL or
COLLIOI Cm no BAIT

LOCATII OH

Chick-fil-A closes 3 p.m.

d^<? Q/Jbnu d?nc/ude&:

Thursday. October 14
11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Not reopening at 5 p.m.

17

a.m. Monday, Oct 18

Wednesday, Oct. 20
Line 3,5 - 8 p.m.
Pumpkin Soup with Sunflower Seeds

a.m., Monday, Oct 18

p.m.

'Mxmb OftcM

Apple Salad with Mint ~ Potato Salad
White Beans and Tomato Salad
Hot Spiced Cider

£
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KA brings home award
SARAH SUMMERS
contributing writer
Through hard work and
dedication, the brothers of
Kappa Alpha order (KA) won
two national awards this summer at their annual convention
in New Orleans.
KA, now in its fourth year at
JMU, became the youngest chapter ever to win the George C.
Marshall award.
"We were really excited,"
senior KA secretary Rob Seiple
said. "It made us feel that our
hard work and dedication was
recognized and had paid off. It is
a big accomplishment based on
how young we are."
Senior Bill Greenway, president of Kappa Alpha, said, "The
fact that we won the Marshall
Award in just our fourth year,
speaks volumes about our alumni and active chapter."
Sheila Williams, coordinator
of Student Organization Services
for Greek Life, said she was also
pleased with KA's outstanding
accomplishment.
"I am very proud of KA and
their recent recognition at their
national convention," Williams
said. "They have obviously
worked hard to excel as a fraternity and are highly deserving of
this recognition."
KA received its awards at the
Convention/National
Leadership Institute (NLI), an
annual convention where brothers from chapters across the
nation come to work on official
fraternity business. This year the
Convention/NLI was from Aug.
5 - 9. All Kappa Alpha chapters

PHOTO COURTESY OF KAPPA ALPHA ORDER

Members of Kappa Alpha Order pose for a post-ceremony photo after winning the George C.
Marshall award, a national award, at their annual convention this summer.

are required to bring two people
to this annual event; JMU's
Kappa Alpha chapter sent 10
representatives, most of whom
were executive officers.
JMU's chapter also won the
national Samuel Zenas Ammen
Award for Chapter Excellence.
This is the third Samuel
Zenas Ammen Award KA has
won in its four years at JMU.
The Ammen Award is given
annually to 15 out of 130 chapters. The award is given annually to between one and three
Kappa Alpha chapters out of
120 chapters.
JMU's chapter was awarded
this honor because it stood out
among the other chapters across
the nation. The brothers had to
compile a book of chapter information and achievements.

Within this book, several fraternity aspects were examined and
these aspects were then judged.
KA was evaluated on its:
Scholarship, (brothers must
maintain a 2.25 GPA), membership education (programs set up
for the chapter like officer training and pledge education), chapter growth and development
(how the chapter is expanding,
rush numbers, and fraternity statistics within JMU), chapter
finances (responsibility with its
finances and financial obligations), risk management (making
sure they provide a safe environment at chapter activities and
general chapter responsibility),
campus activities and leadership
(brothers are involved in other
organizations and activities outside of KA, and chapter accom-

plishments and honors, awards
won on campus etc.), and communications (communication
with alumni, articles published
about the fraternity, correspondence with sororities).
Receiving the Marshall
award left a lasting impression
on several of the members.
"This is a pretty big honor to
be recognized with this award,
since in the past three years only
six chapters have won the
award," senior Ross Morgan,
vice president of KA, said.
Junior Doug Cossa, corresponding secretary, said, "It was
phenomenal! It was a 10 year
goal for our chapter and we did
it in five. It is something our
entire chapter is proud of and
we will definitely try to continue
in the future."

Students raise funds to help East Carolina University recover

i

Faculty Senate discusses
degree requirements at first
meeting
The Faculty Senate weighed
in on the issue of allowing individual academic departments to handie indiST ■
m vidual
t
degree
11
■ wmm iwi reqUire.
ments
a
t
Thursday's Senate meeting.
A recommendation was
passed to consider the impact of
changing bachelor of arts and
bachelor of science degree
requirements according to each
department. Senate members
agreed more time was needed to
study the recommendations of the
B.A./B.S. task force.
Faculty Senate Speaker
James Couch reported that JMU
President Linwood Rose
appointed four of the 11 faculty
submitted by Senate to the
search committee for the vice
president of academic affairs
position.
Couch announced local state
Delegate Glenn Weatherholtz
and state Sen. Emmett Hanger
will be attending the November
Senate meeting to discuss higher
education issues and the Virginia
General Assembly.
Alsp at the meeting:
Despite the fact that the university curriculum council has not
met in more than two years, at the
request of the administration,
Senate elected five faculty members to the University Curriculum
Council (UCC). Jacqueline
Williams, associate professor of
kinesiology; Faye Teer, professor
of computer information systems;
Ruth Shelton, associate professor of marketing and Clarence
Geier, professor of anthropology
were elected from the Academic
Policies Committee and Russell
Smith, associate professor of
economics, will serve on the UCC
this year.

n Brief

JMU joins hurricane relief effort
MBER CASON
contributing writer
Students at East Carolina
University in Greenville, N.C.,
are dealing with more than just
tests and too much reading.
They're trying to recover from
the damage that Hurricane Floyd
caused, and JMU is stepping in
to help.
JMU students and the surrounding community are coming
together for a donation project
called "From JMU, With Love."
Donations of food and personal
supplies will be given to ECU
students who have lost possessions due to flooding from
Hurricane Floyd.
The Office of Residence Life is
sponsoring the event during the
week of Oct. 18-22.
There will be a Ryder truck
stationed around campus in

5

Godwin Hall parking lot, Greek
Row and the commons every
day from 11-2 p.m. Flyers are
being posted this week all over
campus to inform students about
the event.
Diana Karczmarczyk, the
adviser for Community Service
Representatives (CSR) said, "We
sent the flyers to local community centers and churches because
we need things like mattresses,
furniture and chairs and we realize that students probably do not
have these things to give."
"Students are being asked to
donate things like clothes,
canned goods and cleaning supplies," Karczmarczyk said.
"ECU is not the only area that
was damaged by the flood,
but they did have the worst
damage."
Karczmarczyk said the
money is also needed for the

Ryder trucks' insurance to bring
the donated items from JMU to
ECU. CSR is looking for volunteers to work in the truck as well.
Many houses in Greenville
are condemned, but tenants are
still being asked to pay their rent,
Karczmarczyk said. She said she
didn't know how much damage
there was or how many people
were homeless.
Evans said that some students
are being forced to live in trailer
parks supplied by the Federal
Emergency
Management
Agency (FEMA).
"On-campus damage was
minimal compared to off-campus housing," Evans said. "Most
students who lived off-campus
got away with maybe a few days
worth of clothes and their computer. Some lost everything."
Director of Residence Life
Maggie Evans began the project

after talking with a friend who
works at ECU.
"The Director of Housing at
ECU is a good friend of mine
and we had talked about the
damage the flooding had caused
and I wanted to get involved,"
Evans said. "I put out a newsletter within the Housing
Marketing Strategies Committee,
which I am a part of, and made
others aware of the situation."
Several other colleges all
over the country have also
donated to ECU.
Many JMU students said
they are up to the challenge of
donating for ECU students.
"I am going to donate some
clothes and canned goods,"
junior Kimmie Maiden said. "I
think it is such a tragic situation.
I hope that if something like that
ever happened at JMU, other colleges would help us out, too."
•

'Purple Reign' theme for JMU
Homecoming, Oct. 18-24
Homecoming Week 1999 will
feature a return of old traditions
and new activities.
There will be a Homecoming
parade on Friday, Oct. 22 at 6
p.m. The parade is a revival of a
former JMU tradition, and will feature decorated floats and vehicles. It will begin in The Festival
parking lot and end at the intersection of Bluestone and Duke
Drives.
There will be a ceremonial
groundbreaking for the Leeolou
Alumni Center at 10 a.m.
Saturday, Oct. 23. JMU alumni
and officials will be on hand to
shovel the first few holes.
A pre-game festival will be
held on Godwin Field from 11:30
a.m. to 2 p.m. on Saturday, Oct.
23. The festival will feature live
entertainment and food and beverages for purchase.
The
JMU Contemporary
Gospel Singers will give a free
concert at 1 p.m. in Wilson Hall.
Also located in Wilson Hall, a
a stepshow will be held at 8 p.m.
Admission to the stepshow is $8
in advance and $10 at the door.
For more information, contact
the Homecoming Hotline at (540)
568-7919 or check out the Web
site at www.jmu.edu/alumni
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COME SEE OUR
LATEST ADDITION!

what are

you

We now carry titles from the
New York Times' Best Sellers List!

%

doing for

30 off every day!
Stop by the store or visit our Web site
at jmu.bkstr.com. Click on General Books
to view the latest list!

break?

JMU BOOKSTORE
JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY
800 South Main Si. • ViO/568-6121 * clollcii.com

an % partner of % follett.com NEW 1 USED COLLEGE TEXTBOOKS

take some pictures
Pointed £adtf

send them to us

get In the yearbook

Tattoos & Piercings
Harrisonburg's Premier Tattoo & Piercing Studio

Are you doing fun and exciting things over fall break?
Or are you simply hanging around Harrisonburg?
Whatever you're doing, we want pictures of it.

TALK FADES AWAY,

So take pictures of you and your friends, write your name and phone

BUT TATTOOS DO NOT!
A
JOED

number on the back, make a list of the people in the pictures and
tell us what you did or where you went. Send your pictures and info
to The Bluestone, MSC 3522, Harrisonburg, VA 22807. Or bring it

HOURS:
Mon. Noon - 5pm
Tues. - Thurs. Noon - 8pm
Fri. & Sat. Noon - 10pm
Sun. by appointment

ED
LB
JMU

by our office in Anthony-Seeger Room 217.
Questions? Call Jeff or Jenn at x6541.

433-5612

B
The Bluestone
I In- Yearbook of James Madison University

Just a couple of doors down from Luigi's - Bus Routes 3&4

.
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Women in the Theatre' examined Students'
Students who studied abroad in London interpret plays they saw
ELLEO'FLAHERTY
contributing writer
Drawing on their experiences studying abroad in London last spring, two
students presented "Women in the
English Theatre" at the brown bag lecture series on Wednesday in Hillcrest
House.
Seniors Stacy Neumann and Kim
Trafton's presentation was based on
their observations of the plays they saw
while in London.
Neumann, a senior English and
SMAD major, focused on contemporary
theater while Trafton, a senior health
sciences
major,
focused
on
Shakespearian works.
The students said they noticed continuing themes throughout the roughly
30 plays they saw. They noted women's
portrayal in the theater with such traits
as jealousy, weakness, guilt, sexuality
and lustfullness, loyalty, equality and
compassion. Women were also portrayed as objects.
"Women in both major and minor
roles were used to portray the moral
[role] in the play," Neumann said.
In "Measure for Measure" Trafton
saw this morality in the character
POLICE LOG, from page 2
referred for underage
consumption of alcohol on Oct.
9 at 2:45 a.m. at Newman Lake.
• AJMU student was judicially
referred
for
underage
consumption of alcohol on Oct.
8 at 11:20 p.m. in Hoffman Hall.
• A JMU student was judicially
referred
for
underaged
consumption of alcohol on Oct.
10 at 3:13 a.m. in Garber Hall.
Possession of False
Operator's License
• Garret N. Funkhouser, 19, of
Bethesda, Md., was arrested
and charged with possession of
an operator's license not his
own on Oct. 9 at 1:38 a.m. in
front of the Alpha Sigma Alpha
soronty house.
Dangerous Practices
• A JMU student was judicially
charged
for dangerous
practices on Oct. 9 at 2:45 a.m.
at Newman Lake after paddling
across the lake in a rubber raft.
Alcohol Poisoning
• A JMU student was
transported from Garber Hall to
Rockingham Memorial Hospital

Isabella. "Her key function in the play is
as a moral guide for the other characters," she said.
Both students said they felt that the
depiction of women in the plays they
studied was biased and stereotypical.
"Shakespeare's women were weak
and not intelligent, always abiding by

Shakespeare's
women were weak and
not intelligent, always
abiding by what the
yy
men tell them.
Kim Trafton
senior
what the men tell them," Trafton said.
"It probably goes along with the times."
There were no women writers or
directors of the plays the two studied.
"I think women tend to see themselves better," Trafton said. "If there
had been women writers maybe they
wouldn't have been so submissive."

for alcohol poisoning on Oct. 10
at 3:13 a.m.
The subject had difficulty
breathing and chills following
consumption of seven to 13
beers.
• A Sigma Chi fraternity pledge
was found unconscious at
Chesapeake Hall on Oct. 12 at
1:11a.m.
The student reportedly drank
punch laced with alcohol at a
pledge function held in the
Sigma Chi fraternity house.
The case is still under
investigation and has been
referred to an outside agency
with
law . enforcement
jurisdiction.

Fraud
• A JMU student lost $620 by
fraud on Oct. 10 as a result of a
bid on a computer while using
the ebay Internet auction
service.
This was determined on Oct.
13 by a JMU police investigator.
Destruction of Public
Property
• Unidentified individuals
allegedly smashed a table top
podium in Jackson Hall on Oct.
10 at 10:23 p.m.

Neumann felt a woman's influence
on the plays she saw could have
changed them also. "You can take a
stereotype and show it in a more positive way," she said. "Maybe a woman
would show the stereotype in a more
positive light."
Joanne Gabbin, director of the honors program, was in the audience for
the lecture. "I think that we're talking
about Shakespeare and a period
removed from us, so modern interpretation is always interesting, especially
her interpretation of Lady MacBeth,"
she said. "One of the wonderful
things about Shakespeare is that he
can be interpreted in so many different ways."
Mashona Council, a senior English
major who was also in London, agreed
with Gabbin. "I think the plays we saw
[in London] were very good, especially
Shakespeare's plays and how each
director would give his [own] interpretation," she said.
Trafton said she felt that the Bard's
plays were a sign of the times. "I think
that's how men saw most women in the
15th and 16th century," she said. "It's
certainly not how you want to see
women portrayed now."

Destruction of Private
Property
• Unidentified individuals
allegedly damaged a student
vehicle parked in X-lot between
Oct. 8 at 4 p.m. and Oct. 9 at 6
p.m.
The damage is estimated at
$150.

at 9:30 p.m. and Oct. 10 at 1:30
p.m.

Petty Larceny
• Unidentified individuals
allegedly stole Virginia
registered license plates,
"L8RTATR," from a vehicle
parked in Z-lot between Oct. 9
at 10 p.m. and Oct. 10 at 10:30
p.m.
The plates are valued at $28.
Violence to Persons
• An unidentified male student • Unidentified individuals
assaulted another male student allegedly stole a hang tag from
over a dispute outside of the an employee vehicle on Oct. 8
Tri-Sigma sorority house on between 7:45 a.m. and 5 p.m.
in G-lot.
Oct. 9 at 1:18 a.m.
There were no signs of
The victim did not wish to
forced entry.
press criminal charges.
• Unidentified individuals
allegedly stole a maroon Huffy
Grand Larceny
• Unidentified individuals Timberlake 10-speed bike from
allegedly stole a charcoal gray Warren Hall between Oct 3 at 1
Marin mountain bike from p.m. and Oct. 10 at 2 p.m.
The bike was left locked and
outside of Zane Showker Hall
on Oct. 7 between 2 and 8 p.m.' found missing upon the return
of the owner.
The bike is valued at $600.
• Unidentified individuals
allegedly stole a Canon Number of drunk in public
camera, valued at $75, an charges since Aug. 28:17
Exxon credit card and a JAC
card from a book bag possibly Number of parking tickets
left at Melrose Caverns, Alpha issued between Oct. 4 and
Kappa Lamda fraternity house October 11:1072
or Wayland Hall between Oct. 9

There will be no Breeze on
Monday, Oct. 1 8.
Enjoy Fall Break!

drinking
habits put
them at risk,
speaker says
ALCOHOL, from page 3

"What several college students
don't seem to realize is that anyone
could become an alcoholic,"
Matthews said. "In college everyone
doesn't drink at a high risk level. In
fact, most don't."
However, he also discussed how
more students, especially women are
putting themselves at risk through
alcohol.
"It's very disappointing to see that
the number of college women drinking to get drunk has nearly tripled in
the last few years," he said. He also
cited statistics that said 73 percent of
assailants and 55 percent of rape victims are under the influence of alcohol during a rape.
Matthews then asked the auaience
what they believed contained the
most amount of alcohol: a 12-ounce
wine cooler, a shot of Absolut Vodka,
4 ounces of wine or 12 ounces of beer.
Many members of the audience were
surprised to find that a 12-ounce wine
cooler contains more alcohol than a
shot of vodka.
Matthews continued to give students tips on responsible drinking
like not drinking on an empty stomach, not drinking carbonated alcoholic
beverages and not drinking alcohol at
high elevations.
Some students said the discussion
presented theories they already knew,
but also had new information.
Senior Michelle Tripp said she
attended the presentation because it
related to research she was doing in
one of her psychology classes.
"The presentation was well put
together," Tripp said. "A lot of the
opinions he presented were already
many of my own."
Tripp said the entire presentation
seemed to further affirm her beliefs
concerning alcohol.
"The video clip that Matthews
showed concerning rape was pretty
intense," Tripp said. "This is the first
Alcohol Awareness event that I have
been to and I really wasn't expecting
something like that."
Junior Elynn Walter has been a
regular attendee of alcohol awareness
programs and said she enjoyed
Matthew's discussion.
"He had a new and interesting way
of getting the material out to students," Walter said. "He also did a
great job of incorporating student
opinions."
Matthews will be giving his presentation throughout the United
States for the rest of the year.
Further information on "Beer,
Booze and Books" can be found at
www.beerboozebooks.com.
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If You're Into Software
Were Into You.

Software Technicians Wanted!
If you want more than just a job, why not start your career with the
world leader in mission-critical business software? Right now, we're
looking for new graduates with bachelor's or master's degrees in
Computer Science or related fields for "Bootcamp." This outstanding
ten-week program starts every January and June, and includes full
salary, free room and board, complete benefits package, full use of CA
facilities, and transportation to and from work. At Bootcamp, you will
work to develop software in the hottest languages, investigate today's
operating systems, and explore the newest technologies.

■UN?

Just ask any of our over 17,500 employees and they'll tell you why.
Computer Associates is the world leader in mission-critical business
computing, and had revenue of $5.3 billion in fiscal year 1999. We
provide software, support and integration services in more than 100
countries around the world.

We offer a generous compensation package with a long list of benefits
that nobody else can match, including 401 (k) and profit sharing plans,
company-paid medical and dental coverage, tuition reimbursement,
onsite child-care and fitness centers in various locations, and tremendous growth opportunity. Complimentary continental breakfast
served daily.
Call us today and find out why Computerworld ranked CA as one of
the best places to work in the entire computer industry!

For More Information. Please Write. Fax. Or Call:
Computer Associates International. Inc.
One Computer Associates Plaza, islandia. NY 11749
Tel.: 1-800-454-3788 Fax: 1-800-962-9224
Or Visit: www.cai.com career cajobs.htm

(AOMPUTER*
On-Campus Interviews November 3,1999

ASSOCIATES

Software superior by design.

Computer Associates pledges equal access lo employment, facilities, and programs regardless ol race, color, creed, religion, sex. sexual orientation, age. disability, national origin veteran status, or marital status OI999 Computer Associates International. Inc , Islandia. NY 11749 All product names referenced herein are trademarks ol their respective companies
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Clinton plans to preserve 'roadless* areas
CUNTON, from page 1

nents have said the plan will
detract from logging and mining
businesses and unnecessarily
shelters healthy forests.
"It's an anti-environmental
policy," Sen. Larry Craig (RIdaho), said in an Oct. 12 Associated Press article. Craig said forest health will suffer without
access.
Michael Klein, spokesperson
for the American Forest and
Paper Association, stated in an
Oct. 11 press release, "We are
convinced [the Clinton administration] wants [the timber industry] out of the national forests. If
these policies continue, jobs will
be lost and much of the market
will move overseas."
Clinton said his plan won't
affect the logging industry.
"It is very important to point
out that we are not trying to turn
the national forests into museums, even as we strengthen protection," he said. "The majority
of our forests will continue to be
responsibly managed for sustainable timber production and other
activities.
"We are once again determined to prove that environmental production and economic
growth can, and must, go hand
in hand."
Clinton said less than 5 percent of forest timber is currently
being cut in roadless areas.
The president also called on
Congress to support his Lands
Legacy initiative, a proposed $1
billion fund for protecting "precious lands across America."
"[This initiative] would allow
us to save Civil War battlefields,
remote stretches of the historic
Lewis and Clark Trail, nearly
half a million acres in California
desert parks and wilderness
areas," he said.
Clinton expressed dissatisfaction with the lack of Congressional support for the Lands
Legacy initiative.

*■»>
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"Unfortunately, this Congress
seems intent on walking away
from this opportunity," he said.
"They're trying to slash Lands
Legacy funding by a full twothirds this year alone, with no
action at all to ensure permanent
funding in the years ahead."
Clinton said he would veto
spending bills that contain antienvironmental riders.
"As Congress completes its
work on the Interior bill, again I
ask the leadership to send me a
clean bill that adequately funds
the Lands Legacy initiative and
other priorities," he said. "But let
me be clear: If the Interior bill
lands on my desk looking like it
does now, I will give it a good
environmental response. I will
send it straight back to the recycling bin."
Clinton concluded his
remarks by emphasizing that
preserving the environment
should be a nonpartisan issue.
"People walk through these
woods and talk [about] a lot of
things, but I'll bet very few of
them say, 'Are you a Republican
or a Democrat?'" Clinton said.
More than 120 people witnessed Clinton's announcement,
including three faculty and staff
members from JMU. Library
employee Christina Bolgiano,
chemistry professor Dan
Downey and reference librarian
Lynn Cameron were among the
invited guests. All three are
advocates of environmental
preservation. Cameron was
invited through her involvement
in the Virginia Wilderness Committee, Bolgiano through the
Sierra Club and Downey
through the forest service.
"I've been working on protecting forest lands for a decade,"
said Cameron, who is a past
president of the Virginia Wilderness Committee. '"This is going
to be a great legacy for his presidency. It's really good news for
people who want to protect
wilderness areas."
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KATIE WILSOtilphoto editor

The breathtaking backdrop of George Washington National Forest
was the setting for unveiling President Clinton's environmental plan.

DYLAN BOVCHERLE/senior photographer
President Clinton shakes hands with Peter Pinchot, the grandson of one of America's conservation pioneers, at Reddish Knob yesterday. Pinchot was one of 120 guests invited to the environmental event.

Forest takes center stage
during president's visit
FOREST, from page 1

national forest was not revealed
to the media until Tuesday
evening. On Tuesday night, the
long, winding road to Reddish
Knob was closed at dusk, Pollack
said. Secret Service officials then
secured the area.
In attendance at Reddish
Knob to support Clinton's
announcement yesterday was

healthiest parts of forests, like
the George Washington
National Forest, don't have
roads built in them, he said.
Clinton said, "This is a good
day for the cause of public
health and the children of
America."
Christina Wulf, vice chair of
Virginia Forest Watch, the
largest coalition of Virginia
_ conservation groups, also
r
was in attendance for

forest and can be viewed from
the top of Reddish Knob. If
Clinton's preservation plan is put
into effect, this land will remain
protected from the development
of roadways and logging for the
foreseeable future.
Because of the proximity of
some areas of the George
Washington National ___
ii
Forest to the nation's
T<i •
J i
IhlS IS a gOOd day JOr Clinton's announcement.
capital and the forest's
.i
r
i
This
lhis is a good
eoo
step
role in the preservation
the CaUSe OJ pUD- forward," Wulf said.
plan, the forest officials
It's giving official
were contacted three
He health and the recognition that forests like
weeks ago by the White
i •! i
r ueorge
George Washington
vvasnington National
relational
House to provide sites
Cniiaren. OJ Forest need to be preserved,
that could meet the
W she said.
needs for [Clinton's
Wulf said she thought
preservation] announcethe location of the event was
ment, Pollock said. Four Bill Clinton
important because of the
sites were chosen as President of the United States
large amount of roadless
possible areas for Clinton
forest that Reddish Knob
to speak at, she said.
One week later an "advance Bill Meadows, a wilderness overlooks.
Chief of George Washington
crew" and Secret Service advocate. He said he was
officers from the White House involved in talks with Clinton's Forest Services Mike Dombeck
arrived to look at the sites and White House staff about the said, "This is really a
Thursday a final decision was proposal and said he believed commitment to the long-term
made that Reddish Knob would this is something the American health of the land ... to make
people support. The wilderness sure we have these large
be the location.
For security reasons, the exact society has been involved for unfragmented tracts of land for
location of the event within the decades in showing that the future generations.'

America.
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Special1
offer for
"M.U.

95

St

ts

$16 permonth A oX"

100 FREE minutes per month
FREE Weekends
'Some restrictions apply. Requires JMU ID.

CELLULARONE
Better Coverage • Better Service • Better Value
NEXT TO OFFICE MAX

VALLEY MALL

WAL-MART

433-7676

433-0550

574-2299
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AZ> STAFFING

££$
£2S

Recruiting
for On call
Construction clean-up/Furniture movers
Warehouse
(must lift 50-75pds)
Work around your class schedule
earn S7.00hr
apply today
370C Neff Ave
433-9033
eoe/drug free

US. rfaiCs
Now Open!

Special Prices for students
Come in or call for price
Mon. - Wed. 10am - 8pm
Thurs. - Sat. 9am - 8pm
Sun. 12pm - 5pm (by appointment only)
In new Food Lion Shopping Center
1017 Port Republic Rd.

438-9679

^-

NOW LEASING FOR AUGUST 2000

#
EARN UP TO $1000
*This Semester*
By Posting Your
Lecture Notes Online
Register on-line now:
@ www.Studv24-7.com
(888) 728-7247
FREE CLASS NOTES!

STUDY24-7.com

\

\

£ Come by between 9:30 and 5:30
Monday-Friday to get a sneak preview
of Harrisonburg's newest and finest
apartment community.
# Ellery, Kevin, and Ellen are ready to
introduce the Sunchase lifestyle to your
group. Saturday office hours 10-4.

437-4800
email-sunrents@aol.com
' """ * www.rent.net/direct/
OPPORTUNITY sunchaseharrisonburg

JOINAL L THE OTHERS

Professionally managed by
Management Services Corporation G^E

CALL TODAY 437-4800

LIONS OF VIRGINIA

invite
students, faculty,
staff, administrators
to form a JMU Lions Club
Campus Chapter.
Our major projects are
sight and hearing.
if you are interested in
becoming a Charter Member
Please fill out the form below:
Name
Address
City, Zip
Phone #
Mail to Dr L. W Roller
P O Box 14
Ml Sidney. VA 24467
1-540-248-7010
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BREEZE
"To the press alone, chequered
as it is with abuses, the world is
indebted far all the triumphs
which have been gained by
reason and humanity over error
and oppression."
—James Madison
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Ads manager
Technology manager
Art director
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Nexus editor
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The house editorial reflects the opinion of the
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and space.
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Killing the 'Millennium Bugs' dead
We all love those wretched
Raid commercials about the
"Millennium Bug" — those
disgusting little critters that everyone wants dead. Apparently someone at JMU is thinking the same
thing: We want the roaches dead.
To be specific, Integrative Pest
Manager Ron Jennings, graduate assistant Patrice Evans and
other anti-roach-minded peo- j

in a controlled environment, as
In fact, the department is so
opposed to putting off an insecti- serious about evicting the roaches
cide bomb in the building, is safer from their dwelling places that it
for the people who have to attend brought in Barry Pawson, the
classes in those buildings, not to president of an insect breeding
mention the fact that the wasps company, and the foremost expert
will work continually while insec- on this type of removal process,
ticides don't last that long.
to help out.
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pie at Facilities Management demiSe Of laS CUCharaCliaS to continually be on the
are thinking about it — hard
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and creatively. Mr. Jennings andJOT the SUCCeSS OJ the whether it's^ealing with
and Ms. Evans have embarked
mnrh nntrnl "
Pests or technology. The

on a two-year project to rid
the Bluestone area of roaches
in a most unusual way: They will
use ant-sized wasps (Aprostocetus
hagenowii) to attack the roaches in
hopes of ridding Burruss and
Johnston halls of these nasty
beasts, according to the Oct. 7
issue of The Breeze.
They are declaring biological,
as opposed to chemical, warfare
on the bugs because chemical
agents "can kill beneficial
insects," Mr. Jennings said. "This
d
^"u damaSe the environment or
good bugs.
In addition, releasing the wasps

tUUL.Il yUUUl,

This project might not ordinarily be a big deal, but we tend to
think it is because JMU is only the
fourth university in the country
to experiment with this type of
pest management.
It's obvious that Facilities
Management is doing everything
in its power to make JMU as clean
and lovely inside of its walls as it
does on the outside. The flowers
that adorn campus are beautiful,
but the thought of not having to
stare down a roach while you're
trying to study is rather pleasant,

fact that someone here is
thinking about humane
ways to deal with pests says the
university is really thinking
about, and dealing with, the
minute details of making your
college experience as pleasant as
it can be.
Cockroaches are nature's most
resilient creatures, so it seems as
if Mr. Jennings, Ms. Evans and
their army of wasps will have
their work cut out for them. But
more power to them
We're rooting for the demise of
las cucharachas and for the success
of the roach patrol.

Topic: What are you planning to do with yourself over Fall Break?

CAMPUS"
SPOTLIGHT

7 might go visit
my friend
Peim State."
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Ch G

KR1STKN GUBAI.A/, ,mlrihulmK plu,loKrupher junior, ISAT

I'm thinking
about going to
South Beach or
Radford."

at

Tory Mitchell
senior, ISAT

"I'm either going
home lo Richmond
to go clubbing or
going to UNC."

" ~
Latesha Holmes
freshman, undecided

Brian Ryther
senior, CS

"Sitting around
here and catching
up on homeioork.
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Ticketing situation just gets worse and worse
One student becomes completely fed up with the parking department and its employees
So a couple weeks ago, I'm up at The the parking officer had come and gone. around it? I assume the rationale is that
Festival on the tail end of some Man was I ever burned!
they don't want your car there in the
The worst part is that the person who event of a fire. What I'm saying is, you
errands, trying to catch some fine
Festival grub and get home for the wrote the ticket didn't even put his really think I'm going to be sticking
Redskins game, which I thought was at 1 name on the ticket.
around The Festival if there's a fire?
o'clock, but was actually at 4 p.m.
Next to "office of" they write their
Trust me, I would have wheeled the
Not seeing any spots across the street number, which 1 guess is to protect them yogurt machine out of there and into my
car long before the fire trucks got there if
or up the dirt road, I decided to park my from disgruntled people like me.
car in front of The Festival, not in the fire
All I know is, if 1 did know who this there was a fire.
lane, but on the sidewalk.
person was, I would drive to the house
I'm really beginning to think that the
people
that
When I walked in the door 1 saw that and do figurework for the
the line wasn't very long and thought eights on their
"nice, in and out in less than five."
lawn in my car
parking departLess than five minutes later 1 was out and super-glue
ment are those
the door with my Supreme sandwich, the parking tickkids that we all
and I was in my car. I set my stuff down et they wrote me
made fun of in
— Steven Glass
in shotgun and started the car when to their puppy.
high school.
^^^^^^^^^^^^^ Now they are
staring me in the face was a fatty boom
Here it was,
batty parking ticket.
a beautiful day, not a cloud in the sky, here at JMU getting their revenge on the
"That sucks," I thought, but at least and this person has nothing better to do rest of us as the "Yes Men" of an adminit's only $20 dollars, right?" No. than wander around the 1SAT campus, istration that makes more money in a
Apparently parking on the sidewalk the deserted town of JMU and write week issuing parking tickets than NASA
spends on most space missions.
meant 1 was illegally parked in the fire parking tickets.
lane, a $50 citation.
Even worse, it was an October
My ticket had a big stamp on the line
I jumped out of my car and started Sunday, which means it's football sea- where it said "Ticket No." that read
looking for the cowardly person in blue son, and this person would rather wan- 083102.
who had issued me the fine.
der around and write parking tickets
It's so infuriating to see some of
But of course, just like the guy who than watch football, which means some- them walk around campus, laughing at
waits for me to go to the can and sneaks thing is wrong with them to begin with.
people who are illegally parked before
in my apartment and turns on my air
And what's the big deal about park- they whip their pens out and write
conditioning and opens all my windows, ing in the fire lane, or the sidewalk another ticket, drunk on authority. I've

Breeze Reader's View

Darts & Pals are
submitted anonymously
and printed on a spaceavailable basis.
Submissions are based
upon one person's
opinion of a given
situation, person or
event and do not
necessarily reflect the
truth.

DARTS
& PAT

thought about getting them back sometime by hiding in a bush and jumping
them when no one is around. I've also
contemplated hiding in my illegally
parked car and yelling "BOO!" as they
are writing my ticket. But then, that
would be childish and anyway, I could
always go find their puppies.
I don't seem to mind those parking
people that stand in driveways of
restricted lots though; they at least listen
to headsets and dance when they think
no one's looking.
Those guys are funny, but I hope it
rains on the day that the person who
issued my ticket works. And I hope they
don't have an umbrella!
I'll probably pay the parking ticket,
but rest assured I'll ruin someone's day
in Shenandoah Hall doing it the same
way somebody ruined my Sunday.
I'm going to consider my $50 a down
payment on a reserved spot in that new
parking deck, whenever they drive the
ducks away from Newman Lake and
start building it.
Steven Glass is a junior SMAD major
who not only gets annoyed about parking
tickets, but also can't believe that the parking
office closes at 4:30 p.m.

Dart...
An "I-wasn*t-amused" dart to the guy who was
throwing jelly beans at me during class last
Thursday.
Sent in by an annoyed senior who wants you to
know that if you try it again, you '11 be sorry.

Pat...

Dart...

Dart...

A "we're-impressed-by-your-dedication-to-yourjob" pat to the rain drenched parking attendant who
was standing outside Duke Hall last Monday.
Sent in by two girls who would have given you an
umbrella if they had time, but aren 't implying that
you would look better dry.

A "you-can-replace-that-now" dart to the guy in
Hillside Hall who urinated on my bean bag chair,
thinking it was the bathroom.
Sent in by a student who thinks you are disgusting
and that you should buy him a new chair, since he's
never going to use that one again.

A "read-the-fliers-next-time" dart to the student
who blamed his or her tardiness on the lack of
parking associated with with the Parade of
Champions Marching Band Competition.
Sent in by two students who think your
inconvenience was well worth the wonderful time
had by all the bands and spectators.

Pat...

Pat...

Pat...

A "you-are-the-greatest" pat to Brian who works
for Campus Net and was so patient while fixing my
computer.
Sent in by a very thankful student who appreciates
your time and energy, even if some people don 7 think
you 're doing a good enough job.

A"thanks-so-much-for-giving-up-your-cycle-time"
-pat to the UREC instructor who gave up his bike and
taught from the floor, letting me take part in the
class.
Sent in by a grateful student who knows how much
you love to teach Cycle Reebok and wants you to
know how much she loves taking it.

A "thanks-for-sharing" pat to the smiling stranger
who offered me a space under her umbrella while
walking across campus the other day.
Sent in by a guy who thought he was too cool for
an umbrella and would have had to sit through a
lecture soaking wet if it wasn 'tfor you.
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Fat Rabbit T-Shirts
Custom Screen Printing
^Great Prices!

1 (800) SKYDIVE

^Fast Service!
^Free Delivery!

800-724-1473

One day STATIC LINE
TANDEM, OR AFF first
jumps, and a staff dedicated^ J^JLe
to keeping you and your 'Sr^ge£*fellow JMU students
^Zj..
skydiving in a safety
"^
oriented environment.

JMU student discounts
Complete information is on
littp://www.skydiveo(range.com

1 (800) SKYDIVE

(800) 759-3483 or (540) 942-3871

1145 River Road - Charlottesville

All the Digital Power in
the Palm of Your Hands

TO YOUR FUTURE

ww iv. omniplayer. com

Open 7 Days A Week

f EmcrgTCarc

775 Cantrell Ave.
(next to Hardees)

432-9996
If Your Doctor Is Miles Away
And You Need Treatment For:
Sports Injuries • Sprains • Mono
Strep-Throat • In-house STD Testing
Lacerations
No Appointment Necessary
Mon. - Fri.: 8 a.m.- 8 p.m.
Sat.: 10 a.m.- 6p.m.
Sun.: 1 p.m.- 7p.m.

Flu Shot $8
with this ad

valid through Nov. 15, 1999
with X-ray & lab on premises

EMERGICARE
Where Patients are Sending Their Friends

All Major bank cards accepted
and we will file your insurance
claim for you!

Presentation:

Location:

October 18, at 7pm

Zane Showker Building, Room G7

We encourage all majors to attend!

CIRCUIT CITY
www.circuitcity.com/careerconnect/
W. promote a drug-tree workplace E0E
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Loopholes in laws need to be closed
The national debate on gun control has occupied considerable
space in The Breeze in recent
issues and correspondence to the editor has raised several issues that
deserve some attention.
Guns have always been part of our
culture but as gun violence escalates in
our society, Americans seem to be taking a hard look at how we are dealing
with the problem.
Any discussion of gun control leads
to an interpretation of the Second
Amendment: "A well regulated militia,
being necessary to the security of
a free state, the right of the people to keep and bear arms shall
not be infringed."
Courts have consistently
ruled, most recently in the Xorton
Grove, 111. case by refusing to
overturn a city ordinance that banned
handguns altogether that the amendment refers to state militia.
In any case, did the founders imagine that our nation would suffer over
34,000 deaths a year by gun violence
and that there would be 240 million
guns in America including assault
rifles with 50 to 100 round magazines?
The question before us is how we
keep guns out of the hands of criminals, children and others who should
not possess them.
Opponents of gun control point to
the crime rate in cities like Chicago and
Washington who have banned hand-

guns as proof that such laws do
not work.
However, if anyone can go to the
nearest state with lax gun laws,
Virginia in the case of D.C., and buy a
gun at a private sale with no questions
asked, the argument breaks down.
Chicago is suing gun manufacturers
for loading up gun stores in adjacent
areas with weapons that will surely
find their way to its criminal element.
Another argument is the position
that armed citizens with concealed
weapons will reduce crime. Virginia,

Breeze Reader's View
— Ben Fordney
for example is a "shall issue" state for
concealed weapons.
To get a concealed weapons permit,
a citizen does have to demonstrate
need and is not required to take any
safety instruction. The applicant has to
prove that he/she has not been convicted of a felony.
I leave it to your readers to decide if
an untrained person can be counted on
to act effectively with a gun in a deadly situation.
As far as the argument that brandishing a weapon will deter a crime,
should this be balanced with the number of times that "road rage" or other

altercations have led to a deadly
exchange of gun fire?
If an armed citizenry was the
answer to less violence and less criminal activity, America would be the
safest nation in the world.
Unfortunately, we are among the
most violent.
It's time to close the loopholes in
our laws that allow our shameful
record of gun violence.
No child should have unsupervised access to a weapon and safe
storage laws requiring adults to keep
guns away from children should
be enforced.
No guns should be sold without a background check. About a
third of dealers at guns shows are
unlicensed and background checks
are not conducted.
A three to five day waiting period
on handgun sale should be reinstated.
Child safety locks should be standard equipment on all handguns sold
in this country. There is too much
killing power on our streets.
No more semi-automatic assault
weapons and clips holding more than
10 rounds.
These are reasonable restrictions
that do not infringe on the rights of
anyone.
Ben F. Fordney is the president of the
Shenandoah Chapter of Virginians Against
Handgun Violence.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Bicycle and Pedestrian
Safety Education Week
begins soon

Go to the events, learn about bicycle
and pedestrian safety and win some
great prizes!

Jennifer Crea
senior
health sciences

To the editor.
Bicycle and Pedestrian Safety
Education Week will be held Monday,
Oct. 18 through Thursday, Oct. 21.
Thomas Syre's HTH 458 Health Program
Planning class will be educating the JMU
community about the importance of safety when riding a bicycle or walking in
and around campus.
Why have this activity? Just remember Meg Ryan in the movie "City of
Angels." Need I say more?
More than 900 people die each year in
bicycle accidents. Thousands of pedestrians are struck down by cars and trucks.
Do you want that to be you?
Learn more about riding safely on
campus and in the 'Burg. See our displays throughout campus, anywhere
from the commons to The Festival.
Listen to speakers who have seen
firsthand the results of not biking safely
or riding without a helmet.
They will share their tragic experiences with you. You may even have a
new view of riding around and walking
on campus!
We will be giving away helmets and
bike locks throughout the week on campus. You also have a chance of winning a
free bike!

School pride needs to
emerge for Homecoming
To
the
editor
This is
less a letter
to the editor than it
is a challenge. It is
a challenge
to
the
members of the JMU community to dig
deep within themselves and as
Homecoming '99 rolls around, to find
their school spirit.
As members of the Homecoming
Student Spirit Committee, we often
have the unrewarding job of bolstering
students and their lacking sense of
pride into a sheer frenzy that should
surround the Homecoming festivities.
Our job should be relatively painless, but unfortunately it's not.

It seems odd that such motivation is
necessary at a school like JMU. To the
outside world, we are some bizarre,
unreal bastion of happiness where
friendliness abounds and the answer to
the question, "How do you like JMU?"
is constantly answered with a resounding "I love it, it is amazing!"
With this attitude in place, it is
amazing that school spirit is ever an
issue. What happens within the
confines of Harrisonburg that prevents action?
How is it that we can't fill our meager stadium that
has thousands of
seats for
home
football
games?
Are we
just really
spirited,
but organized athletics-haters? Is it a silent
protest because we don't sell beer
at Bridgeforth?
Why don't our students come out in
droves, not necessarily to support the
football team, but to be as raucous and
candid as we want in displaying our
love for JMU?
Homecoming '99 presents itself to
you all as a challenge. The lack of
school spirit is a grave disappointment
to those of us who want to take every

chance we get to share with the world
what an amazing place this school is.
The Homecoming Student Spirit
Committee would like to challenge
the student body to not only celebrate
Homecoming '99 with all the gusto it
can muster, but to throw on some
purple and gold and rally the troops
for an impromptu pep rally, just
because they are bursting with pride
f6r the university.
Are you up to the challenge? If so,
look for information regarding
Homecoming Student Spirit events at
information booths located throughout
campus or visit the Homecoming web
site at xvww.jmu.edu/alumniAiomecoming.
You can register your club, organization, group or residence hall to compete for Student Spirit Points, which
add up to great prizes donated by local
Harrisonburg businesses, at any
Student Spirit information booth.

Jill Zagora
junior
POSC
Homecoming Student Spirit Chair

Meghan Hargraves
junior
SCOM
Student Spirit Marketing Chair
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THE LATEST SM>»?DS
THE BIGGEST SAVINGS!
TITLES ON SALE IMOW!

Featuring close-outs frsm the
grocery industry that

SAVE YOU MONEY
New items arriving constantly.
All items 100%
satisfaction guaranteed.
We Accept Food Stamps

Be a Sharp Shopper
and Squeeze Your hard
Earned Grocery Dollars
2475-A South Main St.
Harrisonburg, VA
(Beside Pharmnouse)

(540) 434-8848
Other locations:
Middletown. PA
Knox. PA
Ephrala. PA

Store Hours: (All Locations)
Mon.-Wed. 8-6,
Thurs. & Fri. 8-9, Sat. 8-5
CLOSED Sunday

LIVE
The Distance
To Here
$13.99 CO

NINE INCH
NAILS
The Fragile
$19.99
2 CO SET

Grocery Outlet

CHRIS C0HNOL

CHRIS
CORNELL
Euphoric
Morning
$13.99 CD

<«©»

311
Soundsystem |
$12.99 CD

LOTS OF STUFF ON SALE NOW INCLUDING: Paula Cole, Creed,
Matthew Sweet, Method Man/Red Man, Melissa Etheridge,
Ben Harper, Stereolab, Eve, Tori Amos ond much more...

LISTEN TO ANY CD BEEORE YOU BUY!
CD's • LP's • cassettes • books • magazines
special orders • music accessories • hard to find labels
& imports • local & regional artists • open 7 days!
IVi PAY TOP DOLLAR FOR COS FROM YOUR OHW COLLiCTfOM!
In Kroger Shopping Center
1790-96 E. Market Street
Mon.-Sat. 10-9, Sun. 12-6 • 434-9999
http://www.plan9musk.com

Pheasant Run
It's in the Cards.

YOU CAN ... Own a brand new
townhome from only $92,500.
YOU CAN ... Experience the comfort
and privacy only townhome living
provides with approximately
1,500 square feet, 4 bedrooms
2.5 baths, living room and
den, huge kitchen with
microwave, washers and
dryers, patio or deck, and
private storage shed.
From .1 Ml take South Main St. and turn led
on Kim H Ave. across from the I LH1MI.HI Dodge
just past the 1,2,3 Mm it Theater.
On Kocco, turn right on Pheasant Hun Circle.
The Model/Office is located at 57° Pheasant Run Circle.
Parking is available in the Pheasant Run Townhome I .ni.

YOU CAN ... Enjoy a convenient location
adjacent to Purcell Park, on bus route, close
to grocery and restaurants, only 1 mile
to campus.
YOU CAN ... Turn your rental
housing expense into tax
benefits.
YOU CAN ... Utilize
our state-of-the-art
telecommunications network
with JMU Ethernet connections,
telephone and cable jacks in each
bedroom.
Call 801 0660 or
877 266 7786 today.
Yvvvw.phcasantrun.net

Start planning your future.
Invest in a Pheasant Run Townhome.
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UPB lists shows
G. Love, The Roots to perform
ALISON MANSER
assistant style and focus editor
In the mood to do something new?
The University Program Board has your
list of options.
At a press conference Monday, the
executive committee of the UPB
announced their calendar of events as it
currently stands. The list includes concerts,
festivals, special movie presentations, hypnotists, illusionists and more.
The big Convocation Center show this
fall will feature G. Love and Special Sauce
opening for The Roots on Nov. 14. Tickets
will go on sale at midnight of Oct. 25. They
will cost $15 with a JAC card in advance
and $20 at the door.
Tonight, the UPB will host speaker Bill
Irwin at 7 p.m. in Grafton-Stovall Theatre.
Irwin was the first visually impaired man
to hike the Appalachian Trail. He will
speak as part of JMU's alcohol awareness
program. The event is free.
Through a co-sponsorship with Students
for a Free Tibet, a student organization, the
UPB will hold an evening of sacred music
and dance by the nuns of the Khachoe
Ghakyil Nunnery, at 8:30 p.m. on Monday,
Oct. 18 in Wilson Hall. This event is also free.
Mark Sullivan, the president of Students
for a Free Tibet, is looking forward to the
evening which comes after last year's successful visit from a group of Tibetan monks.

"The more you read about it, the more
you want to help out and get into it,"
Sullivan said of the Free Tibet cause.
Also up for this fall is the annual Talent
Jam that will be held at 8 p.m. on Oct. 21 in
Wilson Hall.
The night will feature performances by
local bands including: The Franklins, Matt
Thomas and Thompson, Money Penny, Bert
Turner, Matt Staley, Crossed Out Heirs, Greg
Kundolf and Buckeldown. Mike Rayburn
('86) will be hosting Talent Jam '99. Returning
to JMU after hosting the Late Night Showcase
for first-year students earlier this year,
Raybum combines his musical and comedte
skills to entertain. The Talent Jam is free.
On Oct 28, UPB will host singer and songwriter Cory Sipper. She will be performing at
Taylor Down Under. The performance is free.
Homecoming will be accented by the
UPB's Homecoming Field Festival on
Saturday. The day will begin at 1130 a.m. on
Godwin Field and will include performances
by Ascension and Thea. The festival is free.
Halloween will get a little spookier if
you hit Grafton-Stovall Theatre for UPB's
midnight showing of "The Blair Witch
Project." The movie will cost $2.
The show will go on during this year's
Parents Weekend when the Madisonians
perform at noon on Oct. 31 at GraftonStovall Theatre.
"I'll think you'll see a lot more coming from UPB this year," Chris Stup,
UPB coordinator, said.
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October:

Upcoming
*€vents¥

14 Speaker Bill Irwin
7:00 p.m., Grafton-Stovall Theatre

18 Sacred Music & Danceby the Nuns of
The Khachoe Ghakyil Nunnery
Co-Sponsored with Students for a Free Tibet
8:30 p.m., Wilson Hall

1
c

NOVEMBER 14

21 Talent Jam'99
with Host Mike Rayburn
8:00 p.m., Wilson Hall

23 Homecoming Field Festival
w/ Ascension & Thea
11:30 a.m., Godwin Field
Bizmarki DJ Dance Party

THE ROOTS
witn G. Love and
Special Sauce
8p m - Convocation Center

10:30 p.m., Godwin Gym

28 Cory Sipper...
female singer/songwriter
TDU

March 27
Hypnotist Tom Deluca
8:00 p.m., Wilson Hall
April 3
Illusionist Craig Karges
8:00 p.m., Wilson Hall

30 The Blair Witch Project
Midnight, Grafton-Stovall Theatre *

31 Madisonians Parent's Weekend Performance
Noon. Grafton-Stovall Theatre

ticket prices @ 568-6217

Poet tackles possibilities of words
Janeczko teaches education students the power of the pen
stories that take a little bit of [his]
personal experiences and makes
them real in the context in which
they are written."
Janeczko provided handouts
that explained teaching processes for writing different kinds of

hear the speaker. The diverse
group who attended included
students from early childhood
A writer, poet, speaker and
and middle education proteacher who has published more
grams as well as a reading class
than 25 books of poetry, teaching
in adolescent education, Karen
guides and novels for young
Broaddus, assistant professor of
readers — including
education, said.
one of the books in the wmm^m
Some of Janeczko's pubYoung Indiana Jones
lished works include,
series — presented a
"That Sweet Diamond," "I
feel a Little Jumpy Around
rTy0rtheOP|chooirodf doti '* med t0 WOrry ab°Ut
You: Paired Poems by
Men and Women," and
UC
nday
and weSneSay°
facts, you need to worry about "Very Best (almost)
Friends: Poems of
travds' around"^ ^Ut'S trW, but flOt the fdCtS. " Friendship." One of his
works about teaching is,
world lecturing on
how to teach children
"Scholastic Guides How
to write poetry.
Paul Janeczko to Write Poetry."
"When writing
poet, speaker and teacher And the diverse writer
has also written non-ficpoetry, you don't need
tion, "Loads of Codes
to worry about facts,
and Secret Ciphers."
you need to worry about what's poetry and explained the steps
His books have been rectrue, but not facts," Janeczko said for writing and recognizing
ognized by the American
after addressing how kids often poetry. The workshop encourLibraryAssociation, includask if the poems he writes are aged creativity and he said that
ing the ALA Best Book for
"poetry
is
not
about
limits,
it's
about himself.
Young Adults ("Poetspeak")
He said his poems "are about about possibilities."
and an ALA Notable book
A total of 130 students venpeople who don't exist, but [he]
("The Place My Words are
made them real in the poem." tured to Grafton-Stovall Theatre
Looking For").
He also said that he "has created on Monday and Wednesday to
ARISA CATALANO
contributing writer

When writing poetry, you

MEGHAN MONTGOMERY/.wimr photographer
Paul Janeczko addressed poetry and teaching poetry at t .vo
separate lectures on Monday and Wednesday night.

I
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•Monday, Oct. 18*

Candelight Rememberance Vigil
8 p.m. Commons Circular Area
If you have ever known anyone killed in an
alcohol-related incident, please join us in
remembering these individuals at this vigil.
Candles provided. Sponsored by Alcohol
Awareness Week.

•Tuesday, Oct. 19*

II

Sunset on the Quad
5-6 p.m.

Celebrate our beautiful campus while
enjoying FREE food, prizes, and live
entertainment by various JMU acapella
groups! Co-sponsored by University
Dining Services.

•Wednesday, Oct. 20*

Homecoming Volleyball Tournament
6 p.m.-11 p.m.
Ten team maximum, double elimination
(8 players per team). Let the "reigns"
begin! (At least one faculty and staff
member required per team.) Call x8711
to register.

JMU Men's Soccer vs. William &
Mary, 7 p.m.
Free with JAC card. Reservoir Street
Soccer & Lacrosse Fields.

•Thursday, Oct. 21*
Purple & Gold Day
All Day

Let it "reign" purple and gold! Show off
your school pride by strutting through
campus wearing purple and gold. Prizes
will be awarded on the Commons.

Purple Pride on the Commons
11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Join us on the Commons for fun and
games! Dunk booths, snacks, and
entertainment liven up the Commons
during lunchtime. Lots of prizes!

T-Shirt Swap
11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Exchange all of your t-shirts from those
"other" schools and get one from your very
own JMU! Recieve a FREE JMU
Homecoming '99 t-shirt by bringing
us one from another school that will be
donated to charity.

Talent Jam '99
Wilson Hall, 8 p.m.
Join UPB and JMU alumni host Mike
Rayburn as the best of the best at
JMU compete for #1! Rayburn, a
nationally recognized artist and alumnus
will host this night of music, comedy
and novelty acts. Discover who "reigns"
at the Talent Jam!
For more info: http://www.jmu.edu/alumni/homecoming
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WXJM plays for all ears
Campus radio station airs music variety to Valley
i
Contrasting the hip-hop scene, senior
OANIE CLARK
Nicole Haber, Americana director, runs a
contributing writer
show Friday from noon to 2 p.m. that features bluegrass, folk and roots. Although
It's Saturday morning.
Last night's exertions kept you up late her favorite music is old folk from the
last night (or early this morning) but the late '60s, it is often hard to get labels to
offer anyday to sleep in has finally come.
As you lay snuggled in your bed, an thing that
obnoxious blaring noise from the radio is more
a
suddenly burns your eardrums as you than
realize that you forgot to turn off the year old.
" W e
alarm clock.
"What is that ruckus?" you ask, sound- look in
the curing far too much like Grandma.
That "ruckus" just might be the stu- r e n t
dent-run, student-operated, student- music
programmed college radio station, m a g a zines and
WXJM (88.7 FM).
But the station plays much more see what's
than the heavy metal that woke you being
from your slumber. With a wide vari- released,
ety of music styles from techno and then we call the labels," Haber said
urban to bluegrass and reggae, any about how she chooses her selections.
music fan is bound to find their "But the deejays are my biggest source
of information."
favorite program.
But don't expect to hear
Britney Spears any time soon.
WXJM strives to give listeners
an alternative to the commercial music scene, so most of
the groups that are played are
88.7 fm hamsni'hi
part of the underground
music scene, or under-repre88.7
Tue.
MOD.
Sun.
sented artists.
WXJM
"We can't play music
Hill
Carrie
Mike Favila
midnight that plays on other staBechter
Cassada
2
a.m.
tions because then we
URBAN
TECHNO
TECHNO
wouldn't be providing an
Jody
Man
Brent
2-5 a.m.
alternative," senior Cathy
Worthingtn
Emanuel
Webster
Holden, publicity director,
FREE
FREE
FREE
said. "That is the reason
FORM
FORM
FORM
we play so many different
Len
Hate Milk
Melanie
5 - 8 a.m.
kinds of music, so we can
Albright
Mystery
Hilldrup
be educational." Holden
FREE
FREE
FREE
has her own reggae proFORM
FORM
FORM
gram on Thursdays from
Shehzad/
Tony
Kevin
8-10 a.m.
10 p.m. to midnight.
Ben
Taylor
MacNutt
J.J. Jensen, urban director,
PROG
PROG
PROG
is the deejay for Tuesdays' 10
ROCK
ROCK
ROCK
p.m. to midnight show,
Nick/
Katie
Rebecca
10
a.m.
Operation Lockdown, which
Darren
McShane
Feilding
noon
features many underground
PROG
PROG
PROG
hip-hop groups. Although
ROCK
ROCK
ROCK
artists that first come to mind
Lee Lewis/
Katie/
noon
Jenny
Keen
in this genre are Puff Daddy
Jacob P.
Adam
PROG
2 p.m.
and Busta Rhymes, the music
JAZZ
JAZZ
ROCK
Jensen plays has more of a
jazz influence. He compares
Knsli
Hina Ansari
Cozmo
2-4 p.m.
his selections to groups like a
Mathews
King
Tribe Called Quest.
JAZZ
WORLD
REGGAE
"It has a unique sound,
Cas
Matt/
4
6
p.m.
Daniel
more jazzy," he said.
Richardson
MikeK.
Baber
"They're talking about more
PROG
PROG
PROG
than just partying and being
ROCK
ROCK
ROCK
rich. They have more conTim
Morris
Kim
TOPIS
6-8 p.m.
scious lyrics." Some of the
Vansant
groups that have been getting
ALAN
PROG
PROG
more playtime are the Rascalz
WATTS
ROCK
ROCK
and Swollen Members, both
Rob/Matt
Nate Marsh
Mike
8 -10 p.m.
from Canada.
SPORTS
NEWS
Hudzina
"Hip-hop is one of the
TALK
TALK
METAL
major influences in my
JJ
Jensen
Jamaal
1
10
p.m.
Lucas
life," he said. "I bought
■
midnight
Dansie
Qarey
two turntables a few
URBAN
URBAN
URBAN
years back and they are
like my children."

That is the reason why we play
so many different kinds of music,
so we can be educational.

IWXJM

library minimal. Troutman and Koontz
both had an extensive music collection
of their own. Koontz prefers classic
rock, while Troutman usually plays
music of the roots genre, which is similar to music by Willie Nelson (country
with punk influence). Their show airs
Thursday 2 to 4 p.m.
Senior Suzanna "Satana" Paradise
plays music that would send Nelson
fans running and screaming. She has a
loud rock show called "Theatre of
Brutality" that runs on Thursdays from
8 to 10 p.m.
"I typically play a lot of death metal,
and heavy stuff that you can't hear anywhere else," she said.
As the genre director for loud rock,
Paradise keeps in contact with record
labels and gives a weekly report to trade
magazines and the Mid-Atlantic College
Radio Conference (MACRoCk).
One group that has caught her interest is New Incubus. "It's basically
groove with a lot of funk and heavy
chords," she said.
The polar opposite of
Paradise's show, is junior
Hina Ansari's show that airs
Mondays 2 to 4 p.m. Ansari
said she plays music that is
actually from Indian movies.
"People have called in
and tell me this sounds
Sat
really cool," Ansari said.
Gusto
"There's a lot of Indians
and Pakistanians in the
TECHNO
community, and we don't
Jim Blackburn
often recognize the diversity on campus."
FREE
As an entirely volunteer
FORM
program, WXJM is continually searching for students who
Bryan
are interesting in being a part
of the station.
FREE
"We really try to get
FORM
people to volunteer, become a
KimWethe
deejay and get on the air,"
Holden said. "People think, 'I
PROG
have to know about sound
ROCK
production,' but really anyLiz Davis
one can get involved."
Deejays are chosen on a
PROG
point system. Throughout
ROCK
the semester people come in
John Mark
and help with different tasks
Logan
around the studio such as
reviewing CDs, and each
Sabado
task earns them a specific
Cultural
amount of points. The stuAndy Brenner
dents with the most amount
of points gets first pick at
World Beat
their airtime.
Cafe
Senior Cas Richardson,
assistant program director, is in
charge of making the grid,
Mike Rote
which is the list of deejays and
their shows.
PROG
"The thing I like best
ROCK
about
this station is that you
Tom Fienche
can be totally spontaneous. It
TECHNO
is an expression of you."
. ..
Questions regarding
Neal Beggan
volunteer opportunities can
be directed to the WXJM proURBAN
gramming office at x3559.

Haber said her goal is to "help rising
musicians on their way to being big."
Senior Karyn Blanco, programming
director, agrees.
"We exist to get (under-represented
musicians) exposure," Blanco said.
Although
^—^——^——^ the station
strives to
keep the
management limited to students, two
deejays
that have
been with
Cathy Holden WXJM
WXJM publicity director since their
humble
(
beginnings
still continue to broadcast with them.
Chuck Troutman and Don Koontz
began assisting the station when their
deejays were scarce and their music

request line - 568-3425

1

'

Wed.

Thu..

Eri

Tom Shin

KaiSafron

METAL
Matt, Dan,
Luke
FREE
FORM
AnnaA
Lisa
FREE
FORM
Jenny
Wendy
PROG
ROCK
Laurin
Askew
PROG
ROCK
Jason
Misterka
SOUL
JAZZ
Amanda
Musick
BGRASS
Meg Ruane

TECHNO
Kris ten
Garvin
FREE
FORM
Marty
in the a.m.
FREE
FORM
Purvec
Patel
PROG
ROCK
Katie
Youell
PROG
ROCK
Scon
Ramsburg
JAZZ

Steve
Kusek
TECHNO
Chris
Colglazicr
FREE
FORM
Anna
Creech
FREE
FORM
Emerson
Barillas
PROG
ROCK
Mike
Walker
PROG
ROCK
Nicole
Haber
ROOTS/
BGRASS
Jason
Goodwin
JAZZ
Darren
Dibiasi
PROG
ROCK
Jeremiah
Jenkins
WORLD

PROG
ROCK
Christina
Chang
PROG
ROCK
Karyn B.
REGGAE
Max Trone
TECHNO

Chuck/
Don
ROOTS
Steve/Mike/
Brett M.
PROG
ROCK
Brenden/
Chad
WXJM
LIVE
Suzanna
Paradise
METAL
Cathy
Holden
REGGAE

Devin
Malone
METAL
Nikia/Jamel
URBAN

■
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Struttin' their

JMU students get the chance to be superm
for a day in Mademoiselle's Lite-O-Matic T<
STORY BY STAFF WRITER MARIA THESTRUP

• PHOTOS BY STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER XI

It certainly wasn't an average day on the compea-coats are all trends one ca
new season.
mons, with students sashaying down the runway
to the beat of a musical rundown of house, techno
Mademoiselle seemed to hai
and dance beats. Mademoiselle magazine, as part of
each piece with a college atmc
their two-day Life-O-Matic tour, constructed a cating the show more relaxed am
walk in the middle of campus on Tuesday, bringing
as well as audience members
from beginning to end.
the cutting edge of fashion straight from New York
Everything modeled on th<
to JMU.
After arriving on Sunday to set up tents, the tour
affordable feel to it and the au
opened Monday morning at 10 for the model search.
many of these items as they w
The show ran for two days from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
who seem to enjoy wearing th
offering prizes and contest registration at tents reprethemselves. "1 loved the clothi
senting companies such as Dodge Neon, Biore, Sony,
freshman Maegan Clark, "anc
time. It was a lot fun and reall
Express, Venezia Jeans and Target.
As part of the tour, Mademoiselle held a student
The show featured many c
model search on Monday in search of
individual flai
the perfect catwalk prowlers. Firstappreciated b;
come, first-serve was the rule and
One of the fav
plenty participants found a way into
who wore a si
I had a blast...
their own treasured 15 minutes of
sorized with tl
fame.
boom-box pla
I knew that this
"I had a blast doing the show, it
After taking
was something I've always wanted to
Mary Beth Tir
model search
do and I knew that this model search
though a lot o
would be my only chance to do a
really ordinalshow like this," freshman Brandon
the amount of
would be my only
Cyphers said.
around, I four
to encourage i
With the highest participation rate
chance to do a
amongst all the other schools visited
Many mode
on the Life-O-Matic tour, 37 JMU
runway
weari
show like this.
women turned out to "do their
some wore pi;
thing" modeling the latest fall fashsoled shoes, s<
Brandon Cyphers
Timberlands c
ions from Lane Bryant and Express,
freshman
and 15 men modeled Tommy's much
Sasser poin
anticipated fall line.
themes of the
Krishna Sasser, retail editor for
around the lif<
Mademoiselle served as the announcer of the show
student.
and gave a rundown on each model's ensemble and
"Individuality, freedom, v
color scheme, pointing out important trends and colsion are all things that we are
ors to be aware of while shopping for the latest fall
and celebrate," she said. "We
fashions.
dents are smart consumers, th
Down the walk went 52 fellow students looking
and their main purpose is fun
the part of the top model, complete with the scowlstyle. We are responding and
ing pouts every supermodel must own.
and audience," she said.
The fashions seemed appropriate for a laid-back
And just as all the excitem
campus atmosphere and versatile for most any social
down, Mademoiselle once agai
or classroom setting.
crowd with the presentation (
The show continued with quite a gathering of
Fireballs. The band, putting a
students, all fascinated with the New York fashion
new modern sound, set up fo
feel on the commons. The clothes seemed to carry a
commons.
theme of the four new colors of the season: creme,
The tour will continue on I
olive, red and the almighty, always-stylish black.
mid-December when the toui
Embroidery, Norditec vests, leather, big mohair
At a rate of two schools per w
sweaters, denim jackets, and motor-cross/leather
definitely doing their part ma

—u

Top and bottom: Students swing dance to music by Atomic Fireballs during Hiifraiivllr i Life-OMatic Tour on the commons. Aside from listening to a live band, students could strut down the
runway, design the car of the future, get beauty makeovers, try their hand at the NHL Slapshot
challenge, get free products, or enter to win prizes.
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lodels
four
Xms

THOMAS

:an expect to see for the
ave carefully selected
icsphere in mind, maknd fun for participants
s who stuck around
he runway had an
ludience clapped for
were shown by models
these stylish garments
hes," said student-model
id I had a really good
illy laid back."
options that added
air to each model, much
by audience members,
ivorites was the model
simple outfit accesthe '80s classic, a Sony
laced on her shoulder,
ig in the show, senior
inkham said, "Even
of the clothes seemed
iry and common as far as
of people wearing it
and the show did its best
J individual style."
dels appeared on the
iring running shoes,
>latform-like rubbersome guys had
> or running shoes,
in ted out the main
e tour, which revolved
ife of the typical college
versatility and expres•e trying to encourage
e know that college stuthey're on a tight budget
mctional clothing and
d catering to this market
ment seemed to die
ain invigorated the
1 of the band Atomic
a twist on jazz to make a
for a live concert on the
to more schools until
ur will come to an end.
week, Mademoiselle is
lake JMU stylish.
T

Clockwise from left Students had the chance to design their
own car on IMACs with a chance to win a 2000 Dodge Neon;
Hundreds of itudsnta signed up to walk down the runway, and
37 women and 15 men got the chance to strut their stuff in
this season's latest fashions; Swing band Atomic Fireballs' lead
singer entertains the crowd. Sponsors with tents at the event
were Dodge Neon, More, Sony, Express, Venezia Jeans and Target
Embroidery, Nordrtec vests, leather, big mohair sweaters, denim
jackets, and motor-cross/leather peacoats are all trends one can
expect to see for the new season.

Model 'Search' Turned Out To Be First-Come, First-Serve For Students
BY CONTRIBUTING WRITER NKOU STONE

The song "I Wanna Be a
Supermodel" echoed
through the commons
Monday and Tuesday when
Mademoiselle's Life-O-Matic
Tour invaded the JMU campus.
What girl hasn't dreamed
about strutting her stuff on the
runways of Paris or Milan?
Although for most people that
dream never becomes a reality,
Mademoiselle gave JMU students
the opportunity to live out their
fantasies by modeling the latest
fashions by Express, Lane Bryant
and Tommy Hilfiger.
"The purpose of the Student
Model Search is to give people
who wouldn't normally participate in a fashion show the opportunity to become a model for a day
and explore their own personality," Krishna Sasser, retail editor
for Mademoiselle said.
"I always wanted to be a model
and I'm really excited about being
in the fashion show," freshman
Brandon Cyphers said.
The event was not intended to
be a model search according to

Sasser. However, Mademoiselle
The Life-O-Matic Tour offered
does keep the participants' pica lot more to students than a
tures on file and there were reprechance to model.
sentatives from Mademoiselle at the
"The Life-O-Matic Tour is all
show.
about bringing the pages of
Just think, the
Mademoiselle to
next Nikki Taylor
life and allowing
may have been spot- "The purpose [off the the students to
ted at JMU. After all,
interact and
search]... is to give experiment with
it's no secret that
JMU is known for
the very products
people who wouldn't
having beautiful
being advertised
women. We weren't
in the magazine,"Gigi
rated number two in normally participate
Playboy for nothing,
Musachia, a repin a fashion show the resentative for
right?
A reputation for
Tommy Hilfiger
opportunity to
having beautiful
said.
women did not play
There were varibecome a model for
a part in Mademoious tents lining
selle's decision to
the commons that
a day."
come here, Sasser
gave students the
said.
opportunity to
Kristina Sasser try out new prod"The companies
Retail Editor, Mademoiselle ucts and win free
want to target college students that fit
gifts, while cola certain type," she said. "The
lecting product samples along the
way. Sasser said the point of the
companies and the advertisers
tour is to "give sponsors the
work together to find colleges that
opportunity to reach the college
meet their criteria."

market and promote their products, while at the same time allowing students to test out different
products."
Junior Jennifer McNamara
said, "I think it [The Life-O-Matic
Tour] is a great event because you
get to experiment with different
products that are of interest to
college students and you get to
see what's out there."
Women could experiment
with the latest cosmetics from
Tommy Hilfiger and get tips from
make-up consultants, as well as
try out fragrances like Freedom.
In addition to trying out make up,
students could try out the newest
in innovative Sony aud'o equipment and enter to win a Sony
mini disk player.
Students also had the chance to
design their own car and win a
2000 Dodge Neon.
This is the fifth year that
Mademoiselle has sponsored the
tour, which will be stopping at 20
schools along the East and West
coasts. Their next stop is the
University of Pittsburgh.
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'American Beauty:

Before
Aching Da'Burg for Fall Break
come enjoy us Thursday night!

Great Food Great Fun!

Band Tonight

Calf Mountain Jam
f| No Cover
^ Begins 10:30pm
% 111 off appetizers for ladies
***********
221 University
Blvd.
801-0221

To conform or not
sexy cheerleading friend, and the highlight
1IELSON CRAGG
of his day is masturbating in the shower
^contributing writer
before work.
Then come the new neighbors that
Welcome to the delightfully twisted
serve
to radically alter the course of Lester's
world of Lester Burnham (Kevin Spacey).
life
and
the lives of his entire family.
It proves to be a very interesting world at
What
first-time director Sam Mendis has
that. Present are all the things that interest
done
is
to
create a film that deconstructs
us — guns, sex, drugs and violence.
American
ideals.
Lester represents a characBut Lester's world proves to be much more
ter
who
is
fed
up
with society and its adult
than just that His world forces us to question
rules. He rejects these rules entirely and in
our assumptions about life in suburbia.
the process commits
The setting of the
some of the funniest
film is quite normal,
AMERICAN BEAUTY'
(and sometimes disreassuring
and
turbing) acts.
RATED:
R
bland. Lester lives in
But don't go
a nice little house in RUNNING TIME: 118 minutes
expecting
only coma suburb that is WHERE: Harrisonburg 14
edy.
The
film is
never identified by
edgy,
fresh
and
origname. It really doesinal,
and
this
comes
through
as
a
sort
of
n't matter where it is because Lester's town
hidden
undercurrent
of
menace
amongst
represents every suburb in America.
The first shot slowly zooms in on the the seemingly peaceful tree lined streets.
street they inhabit, and from there we are We know something bad is going to haptaken deep into what is really going on in pen to someone, we just don't know when
this quiet little suburban hamlet. And just or where.
The questions the movie asks are: Can
to make things interesting, Lester's street
happens to be populated by a rebellious American society let Lester get away with
daughter, a stressed out wife, a gay couple his decision to reject the American ideal?
Can a 42-year-old man quit his respectable
next door and a Hitler loving ex-marine.
But all is not well in suburbia, because desk job and go to work in a burger joint
Lester soon makes it clear that he is not and try to land high school cheerleaders? It's
exactly happy with his life. He hates his enjoyable to watch Kevin Spacey try. It's
job, he covets his 16-year-old daughter's definitely worth the price of admission.

FAUX PAS
^\
"Drop Dead Gorgeous" will be shown at Grafton-Stovall Theatre at j
9:30 p.m. only. The style editor regrets the mistake.
J

Get your

FREE ALCOHOL
TONIGHT!!!
WUPB
Bill Irwin
awareness program

niwmsm' FMGuy BOARD

sx
(0

v '

■ \

I

call 568-6217 for details

x
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■ ■■■

7pm in Grafton-Stovall Theatre
*
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SUNDAY

MONDAY

Tuesday

Jeremiah

The BiltmorE

Thea

Calf Mountain
Jam

Karaoke

10:30 p.m.

Calhoun'S

Football
Madness

Franklin-Newton
Quartet

Finnigan's Cove

Jerry Wtmmer
of'TheWorx"

The Highlawn Pavilion

Ladies
Night

deejay

Deejay JJ
Jensen

Key West beach bar & grill

College
Night

Beach Night
Dance Contest

deejay

Thumbs 6k
Toes

Acoustic
Night

JMU Jazz
Ensembles

Scott
Murray

Shadow
Casters
Q10I Sponsored

Occult 45

Football

Guest
Bartenders
deejay Mark
O'Meara's
College Night

Ladies
Night

Mainstreet Bar & Grill

deejay
MixMaster
Mike

Dravenand
Tetrad
with Thermus

Reggae Night with

Zion Wave

Dave's Taverna

Jazz
9pm

compiled by KATIE PLEMMONS/staJf writer

Judd beats out the boys
October 8-10

T$
i

MOVIES

"Double
Jeopardy"
$13.5 million
"Random
Hearts"
$13.1 million

2
3
4
5

Acoustic
8:30 p.m.

All shows begin at 10 p.m.. unless otherwise noted

This week at the box office:

Who brings in more money at the box
office — George Clooney, Harrison Ford
or Ashley Judd?
Well, this past weekend the lady of
the bunch was the top draw at the
movies when "Double Jeopardy" finished in the number one spot for the
third straight weekend.
Despite bashing from critics, the murder thriller starring Judd and Tommy
Lee Jones brought in $13.5 million on
2,993 screens, upping its total gross to
$65.8 million.
Harrison Ford's newest airplane
disaster flick, "Random Hearts,"
opened with as much promise as his
previous "Six Days and Seven
Nights," not much at all. It opened
with $13.1 million on 2,697 screens.
The mystery romance has been
panned by critics, and with its $60
million dollar budget the future doesn't look bright for Harrison Ford's
newest film.
"Three Kings" pulled in $11.7 million
on 2,942 screens in week two of its release.
The Gulf War adventure starring George
Clooney has received praise from critics
across the board.

PuddleDuck
Virmnia
Coalition
Ki:Theory

West Water
Street
9:30

Spanky's

ANTHONY MARCHEGIANO
contributing writer

Ladies Night
Pretty Woman
Dance Contest

Scott Murray
9pm

The LITTLE Grill

RYAN PVDl.OSKllstaff artist
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"Three Kings"
$11.7 million
"American
Beauty"
$9.2 million
"Superstar"
$9 million

DreamWorks
expanded
its
"American Beauty" to 1,226 screens
this weekend, which helped the family
drama that stars Kevin Spacey and
Annette Bening to rake in $9.2 million.
This film has been the talk of Hollywood
as one of the early contenders for the
Best Picture Oscar.
The Saturday Night Live comedy,
"Superstar," featuring the character
Mary Katherine Gallagher, mustered a
paltry $9 million opening on 1,943
screens. The film stars Molly Shannon as
the lead character and fellow SNL star
Will Ferrell as her love interest. With a
mild fifth place opening, the success of
this flick will be minimal.
There should be some rumbling
atop the box office mountain this
weekend as there are two big releases
on Friday.
Brad Pitt and Edward Norton team
up with "Seven" director David
Fincher for their newest dark thriller,
"Fight Club."
Also, Michelle Pfeiffer and Bruce Willis
are husband and wife in the romantic
tale/The Story of Us." Willis most likely
will have two films in the top 10 as his
blockbuster, "The Sixth Sense," is currently in sixth place and has totaled $242.7
million so far.

ROLLER
OR
STORm
TUESDAY
7:00-9:30PM "
Christian Music

WEDNESDAY
■ 7:00-9:30PM
Bargain Night

•FRIDAY
7:30-11:00PM

Public Skate

SATURDAY
7:30-11:30PM
Public Skate

SHATETOWn

USA
433-1834

->

.>
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DO YOU LOVE JMU?
PROVE IT!
Student Ambassadors'
Annual Membership
\ Drive begins soon.
Don't miss out on
this opportunity
to become an
active member of
the JMU community.
IffcOfHTS-1

4:00 p.m.

I I

If you cannot attend the general
interest meeting, applications will
be available on the Student
Ambassador Web Site. Visit us at
http://www.jmu.edu/orgs/ambassadors

why say it twice
when once will suffice?

interest

Questions? Contact:
Julie @ 568-5875 Laura @ 568-4862

o>|

meeting

3
way

. CALLING # .

•Back
• Face
• Chest
• Bikini
•Legs
• Underarms

USE 3-WAY CALLING AND TELL EVERYONE THE NEWS AT THE SAME TIME TO ADD SOMEONE
TO A CONVERSATION. SIMPLY PRESS THE HANG UP BUTTON WAIT FOR THE SECOND DIAL TONE
THEN DIAL THE NUMBER YOU WANT TO REACH. AND WHEN YOU HEAR THE NUMBER
CONNECT - HIT THE HANG UP BUTTON AGAIN VOILA' IT S ON YOUR PHONE NOW AND ONLY
75C PER USE 3-WAY CALLING. CLICK-DIAL-CLICK

SEC0NDS BEFORE PL4C
' •,,F N END,NG A JWAV ^CTS
'^ *N°™ CAU
'
CALLING IS ZZT
AVAILABLE IN MOST AREAS
waY

laser hair

removal for Men
ase r hair

removal for Women
Harrisonburg E.N.T. Associates, Inc.
C. Wayne Gates, M.D. 353 Neff Avenue
Danny A. Neal, M.D.
540-433-6041
Approved by FDA for permanent hair reduction.
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Hi SPORTS

Dukes head to Williamsburg
Rivalry heats up as first-place JMU visits William & Mary

M

IKE GESAR10
sports editor

Four weeks ago, the Dukes
played Delaware in a "big
game." JMU beat the Blue Hens
and moved on to another big
game at Villanova. The Dukes
passed that test as well and now,
following an off week, JMU will
visit William & Mary in yet
another important conference
match up.
"The more you win, the bigger they come," JMU Coach
Mickey Matthews said.
The are a few reasons for the
hype surrounding the game:
14th-ranked JMU is on top of the
Atlantic 10 standings with a 4-0
mark in conference play and
there is a rivalry that exists
between the two schools.
William & Mary has won the
last two meetings, including a
24-12 win at JMU's Homecoming last year, and holds a 12-8
series advantage over the Dukes.
Because of this rivalry,
Matthews said he has not worried about his team overlooking
the 2-3 Tribe.
"If you need locker room

material for this game, you don't
wear the purple and gold," he
said. "We've got a hungry group
of kids. They've had their noses
rubbed in it for three years. It
doesn't take much to get their
attention. I don't think they want
to got back to the ways things
used to be."
The Tribe lost its first three
games of the season, but has put
together a two-game winning
streak, which includes a 45-10
upset of Villanova on Saturday.
Freshman quarterback David
Corley, the A-10 leader in pass
effeciency, has been one of the
biggest reasons for William &
Mary's turnaround. He threw
for 258 yards and four touchdowns last week.
"They made a huge jump
because of this kid Corley,"
Matthews said. "He just makes
them go."
As a team, William & Mary is
ranked first in the A-10 in total
offense (451 yards per game)
and passing offense (253 ypg)
and second in rushing offense
(198 ypg). The Tribe's defense,
however, is the second worst in
the conference, allowing 426.3

yards per game.
"They are just the opposite of
us," Matthews said. "They have
the best offense in the league
and they struggle on defense."
While Corley's place as the
Tribe's starting quarterback is
secure, some doubts still remain
at that position for the Dukes.
Redshirt junior Charles Berry
missed practice on Monday and
is still hampered by a knee
injury. Matthews said a decision
on whether Berry will play
against the Tribe would probably be made today.
Matthews said redshirt junior
John DeFilippo, who played two
series in the Dukes' win over Villanova, will likely see time in
Saturday's game.
"I don't think anyone on our
staff is nervous about having
John DeFilippo at quarterback,"
Matthews said.
While the off week may not
have helped Berry's knee like the
Dukes hoped it would, the team
did spend time working on its
offensive game plan.
"1 think we've gotten better as
a football team," Matthews said.
"We'll find out on Saturday."

FILE PHOTO BY MIKE GESARIO
JMU's oft-injured quarterback Charles Berry has been fitted with
a brace for his knee but likely will start Saturday.

Atlantic-10 Game
Statistics

This Week: William and Mary

JMU at William & Mary
Oct. 16,1999.
Williamsburg, Va.
Last Week: JMUhad the week off.
The Dukes did win their last outing, a
23-20 decision on the road against
Villanova. In that game, tailback Curtis
Keaton, the second leading rusher in the
A-10 was held in check, but found the
seams for a 31-yard game-winning
touchdown run in the fourth quarter.
The Dukes overcame one punt block
that was returned for a touchdown, and
two others that were partially blocked,
including being called for a season-high
11 penalties for 98 yards.
William and Mary won their second
straight, a 45-10 thumping of Villanova
at
home. Redshirt
freshman
quarterback David Corley had the hot
hand, throwing for 258 yards and four
touchdown tosses to four different
receivers. They held the Wildcats to 89
yards on the ground.

leads the overall series, !;££, including*
524-12 win lastfyear at JMU's
homecoming. The two teams played at
afeWjfcM in 1997, and the Tribf was
victoriouS;38-25.
The Tribe hayesbeen streaky thus far
in 1999, losing t&eir first three —
including an embara9sing;52-6 loss to
Furrnan -*- fcefor&.4fic|ding: pn a new
stai^ngvcpark'rbaek and ripping off
two big wins.
Coney is the new signal caller, and l
he has looked impressive in his last two
starts, wins over Northeastern and
Villanova where the Tfibe has averaged
43 points per game. Corley has thrown
eight touchdown passes in the last two
games.
The Dukes may be leading the
conference at 4-0, but it's no thanks to
their offense JMU ranks third to last in
passing offense, and fourth to last in
total offense in conference statisticSjThe
Dukes are second to last in the
conference in third down conversions,
only making 23 percent of ther$,..
Their defense has been the story, net «
giving up any big plays and causing 13
turnovers, second in the A-10.
Quarterback Charles Berry returned to
practice this week after sitting out a few
days with a knee injury.

Passing

g Att Cww, Int, TP

Corley, W&M
3
Bankhead. UMass3

Miles. UR
Hoffmann, DC
Nagy, UD
Eaton, UM
Day, UNH

Rushlne

3
4
4
3
3
2
3

Shipp, UMass
Keaton, JMU
Curran.UNH
Ali. W&M
Pressey, UD
Small, UC
O'Neal, UD

Rwrtvlng

42
89
130
51
64
34
149

Att
81
94
97
59
31
42
43

2?
58
70
27
33
27
81

I
4
5
2
4
3
9

7
10
3
1
3
5

Eff.

223.2
146.5
134.5
113.6
112.3
II l.i)

110.4

Yds. Avfi. Tb
4.4
357
119.0
473
5.0 5 118.2
4.7 6 113.5
454
4.9 2
288
96.0
247
6.0 3
82.3
147
3.5 4
73.5
61.7
185
4.3 0

-Jgnfts Madison 4-0 44 ^
Connecticut . ■' 1 0 < 2 •"

ios m

1 {, ■ 2-3j§i

i4* m

rmtyiim

Massachusm

123

2-* 4-nB 137 ne

WilHam&Mjry 2 1 ?2am . I29;:;i:i64
Villanova
Maine'"'
Richmond
New Hampshue
Northeastern
Rhode Island

2-1 -M
l-i 2-3
2-3 3-3
I *3 2-3:
0-3 ;I -4
V, 1 0-5

138
116
186
139
117
95

162
110
158
138
188
|43

M»»t Wejis Results t& ■*
William & Mur> 45. Villafcova 10
Massachusetts 77, Northeastern 0
Richmond 41. Rhode Island 38

e Rept Yfr, AvfcTp YPg

Conklin, W&M 3
Zullo, UMass
Elliott, UD
Birkett, URI
Moore, UR
Klemic, NU
Jones, UR

14
23
17
18
27
19
28

esfensft

UA, A, Total Avg

Letts. URI
Atkins, JMU
Pack, JMU
Small, URI
Giles. UR
Ayi, UMass
Stahl. W&M

&_

22
4(1
32
26
26
27
19

337
332
314
260
409
238
392

24.1
14.4
18.5
14.4
15.1
12.5
14.0

17

39

II
18
8
30
6
12

51
50
34
56
33
31

Stats include only A-10 games

112.3
110.7
104.7
86.7
81.8
79.3
78.4
13.0
12.8
12.S
11.3
11.2
11.0
10.3

S

0
0
0
0

0
0
I

Saturday's spherule
Richmond at Hofslra, noon
N.H. at Northeastern (non-conf.). noon
James Madison at William & Mary. 1 p.m.
Massachusetts at Maine. 1 plrri;
Lehigh at Delauaj*, 1 p.m.
Rhode Maud at Brown, 1 p.m.
Vil!M*»va atConnecticut, 1:30 p.m.

•*
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WE CAN FIX IT!

®

.

TREK

We can repair any Bike!

WE SELL

SpECIAllZES IN:

RobERI n/\s woukicl FOR k'iclkiN

AS A NAHONAI
RECIONAI PERFORMER, I II IN VIMS AII HIS LXISIINC,
ANCI NI.W CUSTOMI us rO slop by OR < All FOR ml IR
Ap|>( IIINIMfNt .
^^^ NOW THRU NOV. I RECEIVE $5 OFF ANV
HAIRCUT OR CHEMICAl SERVICE.

Support
The College Fund.
Call 1-800-332-UNCF.
The College Fund/UNCF
A mind 1* a icrribk- thing lo »asic

kmreeze

Krartitng Uw James Mwlisnn I )im rrsii, "
('•iniiitniuty fi r over 75 ytan.

SAVE UP TO

$40.00
LIFETIME

BRAKES REBATE
■$20.00 mail-in rebate per axle
serviced with purchase of Midas
Genuine brake pads/ shoes.
1

Midas Genuine brake pads/
shoes guaranteed for as long
as you own your car.

Offer good through 11/7/99. Most
cars and light trucks. At participating
shops only. See shop for warranty
terms and details.

282 University Blvd.
432-6623

(540) 432-0280

• Clothing
• Accessories

$

•^airewtrinO'
•■Ha>// oobr

Harmonbutg. VA 22801

DIAMOND

BACK

1587 PORI REpublic Rd.
(EAST OF IMU)

cannondale

Tune-ups and Repairs

43 T-6 64?

Stand
UP
and be counted!
Most Students ARE Making Healthy Choices
76% of US college students drink once a week or less
Oct. 14 & 19
Festival Board Room
Faculty/ Staff Invited
12 PM

Oct. 14
Graf ton Stovall
7PM

Discussion of alcohol and it's effect on the academic life of students.
What can faculty/staff do to help? Student behavior concerns and how
Judicial Affairs can help.

Bill Irwin
His unique message of perseverance tantalizes audiences throughout the
world as he motivates his listeners to achieve their impossible dreams. Hear
about his Appalachianfrail adventure and recovery from alcoholism.
Sponsored by UPB Passport

Oct. 18
The Commons
8PM

Candlelight Remembrance Vigil
If you have ever known anyone who was killed in an alcohol
related incident, please join us in remembering these individuals
at this vigil. Candles and music provided.

Oct. 18-22
PO Box Warren Area
10 -2 PM
Oc.18-23
Homecoming

Judicial Affairs Faculty/Staff
Brown Baa Lunch
Issues in the Classroom

The Brick Wall
Write positive and negative experiences with alcohol
assembled on bricks to make a vi
wall.

Particiapte in Homecoming events.... See www.jmu.edu/blumni
Click on Homecoming!

Coming Next Week:
Judicial Forum, Dive In Movie..Halloween H20 and more

Watch for weekly ads!
http:/www.jmu.edu/healthctr/fall99.htm
Sponsored by the Alcohol Awareness Month Planning Committee with momh™ ■
.. .
Health Center, Office of Sexual Assault and Substance Ab^sePrevenTiorUnlv^.^r'T8^
Athletics, Residence Life, FYI. Multicultural Student Services, PaSi'cr.^, Efifi
Affairs. REACH Peer Educators students. ^SmSSS^^^0
Questions call X3503
"<™«M«»
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Riding into the sunset
JMU Equestrian Club, 65 members strong, is off to a great start in first full year

P

ATTY ZAEPFEL & RYAN
MURRAY
contributing & senior writer

There is a new JMU club
team in town, and before long,
members will be riding their
way to success.
In its first full year of competition, the JMU Equestrian Club
is in its infantile stages, but with
65 total members the team is
looking forward to competitions.
"We have a lot of high hopes
for the team this year," sophomore Bonnie Hardin said.
On Sept. 25, the Dukes competed in the first horse show of
the year at Hollins College. The
team placed fifth out of nine
total teams.
"At our first show, we were
really under the magnifying
glass, and all of our riders
turned out really well," senior
Mandy Robertson said. "We
have been well received by all
the other schools in the region."
Because of the sheer number
of girls that have joined the
team, Robertson said she feels
the JMU team will continue to be
successful.
"We are thinking it is going
to be a pretty big deal because of
the number of girls involved and
because of the nature of the competition," she said.
The equestrian club competes
in the Zone 4, Region 2, which
consists of club teams from Virginia Tech, the University of Virginia, Radford University, Randolph Macon Women's College,
Hollins College, Longwood College, Lynchburg College, Washington and Lee University and
Mary Baldwin College.
The club rides out of Oak
Manor Farm in Weyers Cave.
Oak Manor Farm owner Anne
Gardner said she is excited about
tne opportunity lu
inn u«:
nn.
the
to host
the team.

PHOTO SUBMITTED BY JENNIFER MILL1GAN
The Equestrian team photo. The club Is off to a good start this fall, as they placed fifth out of nine teams>^ • HJNM Slm» at Hollins
College. JMU rides at Oak Manor Farm in Weyers Cave. The girls are coached by Sarah Irvine (second row, third from right).

"Oak Manor enjoys hosting
JMU's riders," Gardner said.
"They are great to work with
and a great asset to the farm."
Lessons are taken at Oak
Manor from Coach Sarah Irvine,
who is considered by many to be
one of the top trainers in the
sport. Irvine also selects members to compete in shows. The
members of the equestrian team
have ....
an added sense of confi..«..>.

dence with Irvine coaching.
"Our coach is one of the best
in the East Coast," junior President Laura Corswandt said.
Irvine formerly coached the
Southern Virginia College riding
team where she coached several
riders to the national level. It is
the highest level in the International Horse Show Association.
She currently competes on the
local circuit as well as the A Cir-

cuit, which is one of the highest
levels of equestrian competition.
Lessons cost a total of $325
for the semester for a lesson a
week, or $650 for the semester
for two lessons per week. To
help lower the cost for horses,
equipment and showing expenses, the team is targeting alumni
to make donations as well as
conducting a doughnut sale
fundraiser. The team raised

between $300 and $400 during
last year's doughnut sale.
In its first full year, the JMU
Equestrian Club looks to build
on the success started last year.
After a strong showing in its first
competition of the year, the club
hopes to continue to ride its way
to success.
For more information, contact
Corswandt at corsivalk@jmu.edu.

__________^______

Atlantic-10 trash talking at its worst
For those of you who haven't
bolted the 'Burg yet for Fall
Break, you might want to stick
around, pack your bags and take
a little road trip down 1-64 East
to Williamsburg.
You see, the old country is
the place to be Saturday when
JMU battles an upstart William
& Mary club in what is amounting to be a colossal Atlantic-10
football game.
And the mud slinging has
already begun.
Well, sort of.
This week, Villanova Coach
Andy Talley got things started
when he was asked on the radio
what he thought about the game
between the conference leading,
4-1 Dukes, and a 2-3 Tribe team
that has turned things around
after a terrible 0-3 start.

._ ._ ... .
.....i
_JJU.
With
some
prodding,
When told of Talley's blurb at
Talley was the right man to
ask — his Wildcats lost a nail- his weekly press conference Matthews got in a tiny jab. "If
biter to the Dukes, 23-20, two Tuesday, Matthews — already a you need locker room material
weeks ago when VU was short little tongue tied after having a for this game . . . you don't wear
on a 50-yard field goal in the tooth extracted Monday, and the purple and gold."
So how did this game turn
waning seconds. Last week, his possibly still reeling from the
into
something with playoff
club was ambushed, scalped, effects of the Novocain — covaspirations
on the line for two
ered
his
mouth.
After
the
and cooked by the Tribe, 45-10.
teams that were projected to
So what was Talley's take?
finish in or near the basement
While trying to sound as
oftheA-10?
diplomatic as possible, in
For William and Mary, the
essence, he said W & M was
answer is simple: David Corthe better team.
ley.
And how did JMU Coach
Who?
Mickey Matthews respond to
That's right. He's a redshirt
the first trash talk (OK, so it
— Jason Mclntyre
freshman from South Carolina
wasn't Georgia-Auburn jawwho has led a major resuring) of his head coaching I
gence for W&M. After the
career?
Tribe
tripped out of the gate,
reporters laughed, the Texan
He didn't.
falling
to N.C. State, 38-9, and
I know you're shocked, but said in an oh-so-neutral Swiss getting leveled by lowly FurMickey Mouth had nothing to way, with a sly grin, "The game man, 52-6, the 5-foot-11 Corley
will be decided on Saturday."
say.

Return of the
Mac

,.,^c named
r«ami»H the
ihp starter,
ttartpr. and
;
was
W&M has averaged 43 points
per game.
Matthews, who remembers
Corley from his days recruiting
in the south, describes him as
elusive and quick. He has been
named the CAA Rookie of the
Week twice this year, leads the
A-10 in pass efficiency, and has
thrown eight touchdown passes
in the last two games, wins over
Northeastern and Villanova.
With the Dukes offense sputtering like a 1980 Pinto, it should
be interesting to see if Matthews
makes a move at the quarterback
position. Charles Berry has been
inconsistent the past few games,
and Matthews hinted if things
don't rum around when JMU has
the ball, backup John DeFilippo
could make another appearance.
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M assanutten Resort

DRUM SALE
ALL DRUMSBTS,
CYMBALS, HEADS &
STICKS ON SALB!
More info of: home.rica.net/ocemusic

MUSIC
*N
•rTDAMirc

2990 S Main Street, Harrijonburg, VA

540-434-4722 • 1-800-PIAYACE
CL-C^ I KUNIV/O Hours: .'0-6 Mon-Fri ■ IO-S Saturday,

Always keep a shovel,
rake and water nearby
when burning debris.

REMEMBER, ONLY YOU CAN
PREVENT FOREST FIRES.
KBT*

I

APuttcServiceoltheUSD*Forest
Service and Your Slate Forester

*

Now hiring for Ski Season
Full-time,
Part-time,
Weekends,
Anytime!

Ski Free

Lifts, Rentals, Retail Shop,
Food Service, Cashiers, Instructors,

Telephone Operators.and More!

* Average 20 hours per week and receive
FREE midweek & night skiing & other discounts!

For More Information, Call 289-4954

COME AND SUPPORT YOIR DUKES!
#10 JML FIELD HOCKEY
Friday, October 15 at 6 p.m. Sunday, October 17 at 1 p.m.
vs. Appalachian State
vs. American

i Breeze

EH

ELLCT^

"TZHZZLZH

' t(«.;, 1Hii- Hi. James MadivMi tmuiMh "
* miuminil* fnr cner 75 years.

4lut

Bridgeforth Stadium

*" VIRGINIA LOTTERY

JML WOMEN'S SOCCER
Saturday, October 16 at 2 pm Tuesday, October 19 at 6 pm
vs. LNGWilmington
^T\
vs. Richmond
'"VIRGINIA LOTTERY

-Hut

Reservoir Street Soccer & Lacrosse Field

Equestrian Team
On another great
LH.S.AHorse
Show.

We 're proud of
' you!!
Oak Manor Farms
Sarah Irvine

JML MEN'S SOCCER
Wednesday, October 20 at 7 pm
vs. William & Mary

Reservoir Street Soccer & Lacrosse Field
www.jmu.edu/athletics

Sffit
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CLUB SPORTS
UPDATE

MEN'S GOLF
in She

j™, S??!rrfrlT, ! J
?'" second-place to lead JMU to a third-place finish out of 15
teams at the Temple Invitational Golf Tournament, Oct. 8-9 in Scranton Pa
StSDa^Womacl"144 °° *" ^ C°U'Se *nd
JMU shot a 306-295-601.

,inlShed

™* «"»

strokes

**-

Geo

'9ia

. SJT'0r7,?™ KfSBr,,i"ishSJn o5th place witn scores 0< 81"7°. and sophomore Chris Cope
tied for 79-74—153. Junior Mike Gooden tied for 20th with scores of 74-80 -154.

VOLLEYBALL
Senior Lindsay Collingwood was named the CAA Player of the Week for matches played Oct.
4-10. It was the second time this fall the senior from Solona Beach, Calif, garnered the honor.
She was also selected on Sept. 6.
An outside hitter, Collingwood led the Dukes to a 4-0 week by averaging 4.78 kills while hitting
.384. She also averaged .89 service aces and 4.11 digs in the four matches. Collingwood, a
three-time All-CAA player, leads the league with 4.35 kills per game, ranked second in aces per
game (.56) and is third in digs per game (3.11).
Senior Taryn Kirk and junior Karla Gessler, both middle hitters, are ranked among the top
four individuals in the nation in hitting percentage. Kirk, who set a JMU single-season record with
a .340 hitting percentage a year ago, is currently hitting .440 this season, good for second in the
nation.
Gessler ranks fourth in Division I with an average of .414. As a team, the Dukes rank second in
the country with a .299 mark. The Dukes are 16-2, and 4-0 in the CAA.

MEN'S TENNIS
JMU posted a 4-4 overall match record in the Virginia State Collegiate Championships, held
Oct. 9-10 in Blacksburg.
In "C singles action, junior Troy Stone was victorious twice before falling in the semifinals to
Hampton's Shaun Crichlow, 6-2, 6-4.
Freshman Adriaan Wintermans went 1-1, defeating Jeff Henley of Longwood, 6-2, 6-0, and
losing to Hampton's Alfred Mwamba, 7-6, 6-2.
In "B" singles, freshman Mike Hendricksen went 1-1.

FENCING
There will be a fencing demonstration Saturday, Oct. 16 in Godwin Hall, Gym 201 B.

Bowling:
Top Scores from Oct. 5
Top 3 Scores MenAndrew McElroy—236, Andy
Martone—233, Corey Fields—
224.
Top 3 Scores Women Kim Payne—181, Laura Walsh—
173, Karen Castka—170.
Equestrian:
Took third place last weekend at
Virginia Tech, beating last year's
champion Randolph Macon and
taking home four blue ribbons.
Women's Basketball:
At the tournament held at Loyola University on Oct. 3, the
team won the tournament by
sweeping all three games. They
topped the University of Maryland, 54-21, in the opener. Next,
the team beat Loyola, 68-47. In
the finale, JMU beat Richmond,
52-33.
At a tournament held at the University of Maryland Oct. 9-10,
JMU beat Loyola and Maryland,
but fell to UVa. in the championship, 52-48.
Key players were Kim Wittlieb,
Susan Korman, Laura Flynn,
and Jessica Nadeau.

Today thru October 24
OperTOnly during Scheduled Dates from

9AM-7PM

Daily

Large Selection of
Best Selling Authors
National Geographic

Close-Up: USA
Boxed set of 15 regional
maps of the United States

Only
$10.00
Green V a Hey

29

Computer Books from
Quo, Sams, Cisto Pross,
and moro!

Women's Rugby:
Defeated Radford at home Oct.
10, 24-0. Scorers were Elli Simonen and Lindsay Vaughan.
Field Hockey:
At a tournament held at the University of North Carolina on Oct.
9-10, JMU rolled through their
first three matches, topping Harford Community College, 2-1,
George Washington, 2-0, and the
host TarHeels, 2-0. In the finals,
JMU tied UVa., 0-0, and the
Dukes earned a second place finish.
Women's Volleyball:
The team traveled to Appalachian State Oct. 11. and placed fifth
out of 12, defeating the University of North Carolina and
Appalachian State University.
The team's record is 6-4.
UPCOMING EVENTS:
Men's Soccer: Game vs. Navy
on Oct. 16 on the UREC turf at 1
p.m.
Field Hockey:
Host the University of Virginia Oct. 24 on the
UREC Turf at 11:30 a.m.

Children's Books
Cooking
Business
Reference
Travel
Religion
Computer Books
literature
History
Self-Help
...and more
(Quantities limited;
arrive early for best selection.)
Located between Harrisonburg &
Staunton. Take 1-81 to exit 240;
turn east on Rd. 682 & watch for
the signs. Call for free brochure.

vovw.gvbookfair.com/jmu

2192GreenValleyLn.,Mt. Crawford, VA 22841 (540)434-0309
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CONVENIENT TO JMU
(Just off University Blvd)

cJWr.Wtis

.Precision

fy=lube=

Express

Fast Free Delivery
LARGE PIZZA

Experience the Spot Free difference!

/
/
/
/
/
/

$5.99

Touch Free Automatic
4 Self Service Bays
Spot Free Rinse
Vacuums
Fragrance machine
Shampoo machine

No hassle, drive through oil change!

/
/
/
/
/
/

5 % student discounts (w/ID)
10 minute oil change
Drive through
No hassle
No appointment needed
All major credit cards
WCFtATVKl

Now Offering:
MIRACLE WASH CARD

l&ntine
'1OMM al ftp m&mntcM
East Martial SI. (Rl 33)

Valley
Mall

Now Hiring
Delivery Drivers!
Hours:
Sun.-Thurs. 11am-lam
Fri. &Sat. llam-2am

"l\iM'nriui- Ihr ^|n>i lui ilitlif.nn

/
/
/
/

433-0606

|\

Frequent wash card
Sign up FREE
First wash is FREE
Provides FREE washes
to our loyal customers

Evelyn ByrdAva.

Deyerle Ava.

Reservoir St.

1924 Deyerle Avenue

564-2625

Bicycle and Pedestrian
ety E u

5«f

ir
18-21

.

. * .

tion

Weefc

fwjoy free c3»Jy, water to++|e5 a»><l
fe»»<;|j. Yov <3»> eve* receive a free
w;ke leek or V>e|»>«e+jvj+ by reg;5+er;*g
•your bike vwi+K +be ;cKoot.

—

—

Monday 11-3, Commons
Wednesday4-7,UREC
.._/ ...J^nesday?:^, MillerlOl
He

WlN A FREE JKlV ( ^h Passport Event)
Di-l/r-hl
Dllvfclj!

(&&S Thursday10-2, Showker
^^*^Hr
Thursdaym-?rC!SAT

t
N
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ARE YOU FREE?
DOES YOUR COLLEGE MANDATE THOUGHT REFORM AT ORIENTATION?
ARE YOUR PRIVATE CONSCIENCE AND RELIGIOUS LIBERTY RESPECTED?
The Foundation for Individual Rights in Education, Inc. (FIRE) wants to protect your right, as students, to
believe as your own minds and consciences direct. At private colleges and universities, it is guaranteed by
principles of academic freedom and contract law, and, we believe, by various state and federal statutes.
FIRE believes that colleges and universities have no right to require you to reveal your political affiliations,
sexual practices and attitudes, views on race and ethnicity, demeaning or embarrassing behaviors, intimate aspects
of family relationships, or legally protected and privileged relationships (such as with lawyers, physicians, and
clergy). Such invasions of privacy occur every year in mandatory freshman orientation, in campus judicial
systems, in residential programs, and in "multicultural" and other "sensitivity training" sessions that seek to
enforce one politically correct view of life. FIRE believes that you are free to discuss and debate all issues when
and as you see fit, but that colleges and universities are morally and often legally prohibited from intruding
coercively upon your privacy and conscience.
Help us to end this scandal and to secure compliance with the law. We invite you to send us accurate
information about such violations and any documentation that you can share. We hope that you will include
your name and contact information so that we migjit communicate with you, but, in all cases, we promise you the
fullest possible confidentiality and respect of your privacy. Please send your materials to:
The Rights and Privacy Project
Foundation for Individual Rights in Education, Inc.
437 Chestnut Street, Suite 200
Philadelphia, PA 19106
Email: fire@thefire.org Fax: 215-717-3440
Tel: 215-717-FIRE or 888-531-FIRE

-«

FIRE is a nonprofit, tax-exempt educational foundation devoted to individual liberty and dignity; religious liberty;
the rights of conscience; legal equality; due process; and
academic freedom on our nations campuses. Its founders and
directors are Alan Charles Kors, Professor of History at the
University of Pennsylvania, and Harvey A. Silverglate,
attorney, legal journalist, and civil libertarian in Boston.
Together they coauthored The Shadow University: The
Betrayal of Liberty on Americas Campuses.
Check FIRE's Website at www.thefire.org for reports on
the progress of this campaign for your privacy, dignity,
and freedom of speech and conscience.

Because Your Liberty is a Precious Thing.
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Guest
Predictor

P

or

WEEK

Week #6

Last week
Season total
Winning percentage.

Tennessee at New Orleans
St. Louis at Atlanta
Oakland at Buffalo
Green Bay at Denver
Washington at Arizona
Dallas at N.Y. Giants
Syracuse at Virginia Tech
Virginia at North Carolina State
Clemson at Maryland
Southern California at Notre Dame
Villanova at Connecticut

Courtney Crowley

.618

Mike Gesario
sports editor
33-22
7-4
.600

29-26
6-5
.527

Jamie Hargrave
Kid from N.Y.
34-21
8-3
.618

Tennessee
St. Louis
Buffalo
Green Bay
Washington

Tennessee
St. Louis
Buffalo
Green Bay
Washington

Tennessee
St. Louis
Buffalo
Green Bay
Arizona

Tennessee
St. Louis
Buffalo
Green Bay
Washington

New Orleans
Atlanta
Oakland
Green Bay
Arizona

Dallas

Dallas

N.Y. Giants

Dallas

N.Y. Giants

Virginia Tech
N.C. State
Clemson

Virginia Tech
Virginia
Maryland
Notre Dame
Connecticut

Virginia Tech
Virginia
Maryland
Notre Dame
Villanova

Virginia Tech
Virginia
Maryland
Notre Dame
Villanova

Virginia Tech
N.C. State
Clemson
Notre Dame
Connecticut

Marcia Apperson
copy editor
38-17
8-3

Jason Mclntyre
asst. sports editor

.690

use

Villanova

The bashing first: POTW is humiliated Marcia is winning. People point and
laugh at us on the Quad because "a girl is beating you" (they laugh at the Chief, but
not because she's losing to a girl. People just like to laugh at her). But, Marshay will
falter this week with no obvious games on the schedule.
Now onto Mike G and his Giants. He put himself in a Catch-22, what with the Gmen and Skins on the panel. It's OK, his Yankees should steamroll the Sox. Seth B.,
who follows POTW from his home in Texas, will be disappointed, but oh well. Plus,
Mike G. is the brains behind the mixer with the hot news section.
Then there's Chief. Ah Chief. The Irish are there, but luckily, no South Carolina.

Science & Engineering
JOB FAIR 99
at Naval Surface Warfare Center-Dahlgren Division
Seeking 150-250 BS, MS and PhD graduates
in the following disciplines:
Chemist
Civil Engineer
Computer Engineer
Computer Scientist
Electrical Engineer

Industrial Engineer
Mathematician
Mechanical Engineer
Physicist
WORK ON THE NAVY'S NEW COMBATANT

ON-THE-SPOT JOB OFFERS !

MUST BE A U.S. CITIZEN !

SATURDAY OCTOBER 23
9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
JDS CONFERENCE CENTER - Bldg. 216
DAHLGREN, VIRGINIA

34-21
7-4

editor

Rumor is that the Gamecocks are thinking of moving to D-I next year. Meanwhile,
the Chief can be seen in her spot at the Biltmore crying in her beer.
J. Mac is struggling. His friends say he's no gambler because he picks with his
heart, not his head. That, along with theJMU tilt with William & Mary, will make
him postpone his Atlantic City trip over fall break. He'll just have to play roulette on
the Internet. His early predictions: Lakers top the Knicks in the NBA Finals.
Our guest predictor this week is senior Jamie Hargrave, of Patterson Street fame.
His interests include Mountain Biking, going to D-hall and living it up on road trips.
He really has no knowledge of sports, which will work in the panel's favor.
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The JMU
Copy Centers are
coming up...
All shades of
pintzk paper
-on sale
8<t

Tink Card stock
11
■i

INFORMATION & REGISTRATION
To Register:
www.nswc.navy.mil
For More Information:
1-888-603-8899
x202 or x206

Send Resumes:
guillen@ncsievents.com
or
6440-C Dobbin Road
Columbia, MD 21045
AHn.: NSWCDD-Job Fair

ivQ
/~^\ vT

All Color Copies 79<t
Albort Elntleln worlud lor HSWCDD

Entry-lcvel Positions Available !! HSWCDD is an Equal Opportunities Employer
• • * Free Bus Transportation Will Be Provided
Refer to web site tor details - www.ntsievenls.com

CISAT A-l (Rm. 129) x8731
Zane Showker Hall (Rm. 203) x 3285
1031 South Main St. (Suite 31) x 7842
(formerly Medical Arts)
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UP
TO
EXAMPLES:

^

,$«10RHi=$
MANUFACTURER'S
COUPON

M OFr

ON ALL MANUFACTURER'S COUPONS VALUED...
You can get double savings at Farmer Jack. Bring in your manufacturer's $1
less
and ger
get ooudic
double mc
the auTuma
savings from
coupons ana
••«#••• Farmer Jack. (Not to include retailer,. free, or
coupons exceeding the item value.) You must purchase the item in sizes and quantities
sgecified^dditiona^^
for identical items will be redeemed at face value.

Price reduction for items noted *MFR are supported
by the Manufacturer. Such items arc subject to sales
tax on the full retail price prior to reduction In
accordance wHh the rcsul^fi^hs of the
Commonwealth of Wirginia Department of Taxation

WC RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT OUANTITIES
NOT RESPONSIBLE EOR TYPOGRAPHIC OR PHOTO
GRAPHIC ERRORS. PRICES EFFECTIVE ONLY AT THIS
LOCATION.THANK YOU FOR SHOPPING FARMER JACK
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HOROSCOPES
TodajPs Birthday (Oct 14) This year
push yourself to leam, and you'll emerge
much stronger. Solve a riddle to save
money in October. Let go of something to
gain something better in November. Stick
close to home in December so you'll have
more time for love by February. Discuss a
big purchase with your partner in April
and spend in May. Heed an older
person's advice then, too. August is fun,
and September's romantic, in a private
sort of way.
To get the advantage, check the day's
rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most
challenging.

Aries (March 21-April 19) — Today
is an 8 — You might take off on
an adventure. It would be a
good idea to have your team's
support. Check with a more
experienced person to make sure you
haven't forgotten anything. Otherwise,
only dispense information on a need-toknow basis.

Taurus (April 20-May 20) — Today is
^ a 7 — Instead of worrying
about your money, count it.
Play with it. Figure out how
much you'll have in five and ten
years at the present rate of return. Travel
N

looks good tomorrow, so make plans to
do that. Meanwhile, figure out how much
you can afford to spend.

Gemini (May 21-June 21) — Today is
an 8 — There's a bit of a
controversy brewing. Don't
light into somebody who
disagrees with you. Be
respectful. You're the student, and the
other person is the teacher. Assume that
attitude, and you'll be much more
successful — and happier, too.

Cancer (June 22-July 22) — Today is
a 6 — There's plenty of work to
3 do, and more comes in all the
time. Look sharp; things could
change quickly. Watch for
surprises. You may not feel that great,
either. Keep distractions to a minimum
and watch out for breakage. Stay calm;
it'll help.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) — Today is a 7
— The object of your affection
is playing hard to get. Don't
come on too strong. Be
compassionate, warm and
loving instead. Go along with the rules
the other person sets. If you do it your
way, you'll get nowhere.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) — Today is a
7 — Does something at home
need to be fixed or rearranged?
Is there something you'd love
to throw away so you'd have an
excuse to buy new? Could you clean out
the garage and rent it as a spare room?
Do something that changes your life
forever — for the better.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) — Today is
an 8 — Today should be
interesting and amusing. Don't
forget to do something you
promised, though. If you get
that one little detail checked off your list,
you could receive a nice benefit. If you
forget it, you'll miss a great opportunity.

Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21) — Today is
a 6 — Try not to draw attention
to yourself. You're not quite
ready to answer questions yet.
^ If you run into the reporters,
don't take the Fifth. That will cause
suspicion. Be friendly but noncommittal,
instead.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) —
Today is an 8 — You could
advance in your career again
today. You may have been
reluctant to take this next step.

but it should turn out OK. You have your
friends' support, so trust their advice.
Follow your sweetheart's suggestion, too.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) — Today
is a 7 — Today you're under
fpressure, and something's
^ ^ I nagging at the back of your
V
brain. It might be someone
who's chipping away at you, but it might
be the voice inside your own head. Either
way, once the job is done, you can relax.

Aquarius 0an. 20-Feb. 18) — Today
is a 7 — You can get a lot done
w today, especially if you've got a
team. They're in the mood to do
' '
what you say, so be direct.
Something that you thought would work
could disappoint you, however. Be ready
with Plan B.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) — Today is
a 6 — Try for that promotion or
better job even if you're not
sure you can get it. It might not
happen yet, but you'll never get
where you want to go if you're not
headed in the right direction. It's not
really easy, but it could be profitable.
—Tribune Media Services

Marriott is recruiting individuals for their Assistant Controller Management Training Program.

Skill Requirements

'

Managerial
• Self-confidence, energj'and
enthusiasm
• Effective listening Skills
• Personal Integrity
• Excellent written and verbal
communication
• Time JVlanagement Sldils

Academic
Requirements

•
•
•
•
•

Technical

Analytical
Detail Oriented
Computer Skills
Understanding of GA.AP
Financial Analysis

B.S in Finance, Accounting, Business Administration, Economics or Hotel Management

For more information join our Presentation October 18 Showker Hall G-6 5:30pm-7:30pm
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LIFESTYLES

#/^%

Study
Clbroad

A

in

KOREA

(and pay JMU tuition!)

Very limited spaces are available for
JMU's exchange program to Yonsei
University in Seoul, Korea for Spring
2000.
Requirement: Minimum
3.0 <3PA
To apply, or for more information, contact:
Cheryl Tobler
tobler@jmu.edu
x6273
/

Hillrmt fCC 150?

Office of International Programs
James Madison University
HBUHIIUI.

VA 33107: T«l 540S6I-6<I» Fur 5«0 56« IWO i.l.n.doi^g.i ,<!■

MILLIONS OF
THE BEST MINDS IN
AMERICA HAVE ALREADY
CHOSEN THE BEST
RETIREMENT SYSTEM:
TIAA-CREF.
manage the largest stock account In the

When it comes to planning a
comfortable future, America s

world (based on assets under management).
Today. TIAA-CREF can help you
achieve even more of your financial goals.

best and brightest turn to the expert:
TIAA-CREF. With over $250 billion in
assets under management, we re the

With TIAA-CREF you'll find the

world s largest retirement system, the
nation's leader in customer satisfaction,*

flexibility and choice you need, backed by
a proven history of performance,

and the overwhelming choice of people
In education, research, and related fields.

commitment to personal service.

remarkably low expenses, and peerless

Expertise You Can
Count On

Find Out for Yourself

For over 80 years, TIAA-CREF has Intro-

To learn more about the world's premier

duced Intelligent solutions to America's
long-term planning needs. We pioneered the

retirement organization, talk to one of our

portable pension, invented the variable
annuity, and popularized the very concept
of stock Investing for retirement. In fact, we

retirement planning experts, or better still,
speak to one of your colleagues. Find out
why, when it comes to planning for tomorrow, great minds think alike.

To find out more - give us
a call or visit our website

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.
' S^^JZ^fT^T *"*""" """ T" L'1'

1 800 842-2776
www.tiaa-cref.org

'■"■ " ~ •—— - '»-• '-"l" TIAA-CREF lndMdu.1 .»«. ln-HuHon.!
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Sun. Oct. 24 at 7:30 p.m.

Square
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Fri. Oct. 15 at 9:00 p.m.

whr+M

^Lwj^r •*'*'•"'»« A

Live in Concert

On the Terrace

433-9189

434-8777

ArtfM
Dodger
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Fri. Oct. 15 at 9:00 p.m.

JEREMIAH

Coffeehouse

Singer/Songwriter

432-1179

Today's crossword brought to you by Court Square
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ACROSS
Longing
Attach
Oz dog
Lottery prize
Ream fraction
Norse Zeus
Hinged tongue
The Name of
the Rose" author
20 Actor Wallach
21 By way of
22 Alcove
23 Simian
24 Country hotel
25 Carry out
29 Outer edge
30 Scottish prefix
31 Trademark
barbiturate
32 Wild guess
34 That ship
36 Rescuers
37 _ "King" Cole
39 Ms. Thurman
41 Tap lightly
42 Soup dispensers
45 Inarticulate grunt
47 Ostrichlike bird
50 Cellulose _
52 Sir _ McKellen
54 Off one's feed
55 Bird with a
capacious bill
56 Explosive letters
1
5
10
14
15
16
17
18

16

56

62

13

|

46
52

58

12

36

45
51

11

26

40

55

61

'A

10

49

OFFICERS'

57 Heel
58 Quasi-religious
sect
59 Last of a log
60 Consumed
61 Finishes off
65 Actress Lena
66 Family chart
67 Husband-to-be
68 Oodles
69 " Karenina"
70 Soothsayers
71 Newcastle's
river
DOWN
1 Becomes visible
2 Colliery
3 Contemporary
talk-show host
4 Building wing
5 St. Thomas
6 Rohmer's
fiendish villain
7 Little lie
8 Ryan and Cara
9 Trademark
photocopies
10 Found shelter
11 Keats opus
12 Muscle spasm
13 John's Yoko
19 Work-shoe
protection
21 Vitality

TRAINING

covered
carriages
48 Joy
49 Like pasta
cooked less
51 Whole
53 Final degree
61 School grp.
62 Vase with a
base
63 Decimal base
64 Buck's mate
65 Single cereal
grain

26 With dishonest
motivations
27 Black goo
28 South African
golfer Ernie
33 Waters off Latvia
35 Aussie bird
38 Saucer's partner
40 Rabble-rouser
42 Baby's seat?
43 Marksman
44 German POW
camps
46 Two-wheeled
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THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE TOD CAN TAKE.
For more information contact
Captain McRae at 6094 or come to
Bridgeforth Stadium South
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BELIEVE IT OR NOT,
THIS GUY
IS IN CLASS.

ARMY ROTC

T

T

CORPS

Excitement and adventure is the course
description, and Army ROTC is the name.
It's the one college elective that builds
your self-confidence, develops your leadership potential and helps you take on the
challenges of command.
There's no obligation until your junior
year, and that means there's no reason not
to try it out right now.
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Free 22 oz soda
w/purchase of
12 inch MTO

Just Show JAC Card
533 University Blvd. • 574-3072
1825 S. Main St. • 574-3178

Making it easier everyday!

HAIR 'TANNING & MASSAGE

564-2770
University Blvd.
(Across from Sheetz)
WOLFF SUPER BEDS

Tanning Specials
I Session ....(15 min)
6 Sessions ....(90 min)
10 Sessions ....(150 min)
IS Sessions ....(225 min)
20 Sessions ....(300 min)
30 Sessions ....(450 min)
I Month Unlimited

$5.00
$18.00
$27.00
$35.00
$40.00
$50.00
$35.00

Hair Specials
Wash & Cut

$15.00

Regular Perms

$40.00

Spiral Perms

$50.00

Hair Colors

$35.00

Highlighting

$35.00

Facial Waxing
45 minute Massage

$5.00
$25.00

Use coupon by: I 1/14/99

We have amenities galore:
• Pedal on the level - no hills to climb or interstate to cross.
• Only four blocks to campus.
• Energy efficient heat pumps.
• Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting.
• Mini-blinds on all windows.
• Basketball court
• Paved parking spaces
• Prewired for ethernet access to campus. *
• '.telephone & cable outlets in each room.
• Deadbult locks and door viewers on all apartments.
• Well lit parking lot an8 walkways.
• Convenient bus service to campus & Valley I&all.
•Tull time management and maintenance.
• No sliding patio doors.
• Large laundry room/storage area in each unit.
* access provided by NTC

(540)432-9502

PINDIT U
CONSTAIU

Oldc Mill Village
I

11 South Avenue, Suite A
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

AN EASY 10 MINUTE WALK TO CAMPUS.
(No hills to climb or interstate to cross.)

fid

HA South Avenue,
Harrisonburg^jg

Chec^us out on our website - www.oldemiUvmage.com

The Breeze
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT
Rooms Foe R«rrt • in nice country
home, 10 minutes outside
Harnsonburg. Available (or
Homecoming, home football,
relative visits, etc. 867 0410.
Best Room at JMU! Need
someone to sublet for rest of year.
15 x 18. $235/month. 21 E.
Weaver Ave. Call soon! 434-7193.
Close proximity to campus.
Townhouse Available Immediately 4 bedrooms. 2 1/2 baths, JMU
Ethernet Connections. VV/D,
microwave, on bus route. Call now,
801O660.
Room Available January 2000 South View, private bath, full
kitchen. Call Jeff. 438 2069 or
540862-8437.
Houses and Duplexes - They're
ready when you are. Any time,
www.casl/eproperty.com.
South View Rooms Available • Jan.
2000. $265/mo. Females preferred.
Call 438O710.
Great Houses AmtaMs - for 2000 2001. See them yourself!
www.casfteproperty.com.
UiKimmate Needed Desperately
473 S. Mason Street. $240.
Contact Steve. 801-0392.

FOR SALE
Unique Costume Ideas - Come
see! Gift & Thrift, 227 N. Main.
Classic 1978 MO - British racing
green. Hard and soft top. $3,250
Call 540-8568035.
Check Us Out - on the web!
www. precisionautosales.com.
1998 Plymouth Breeze - 40.300
miles, metallic grey, loaded,
warranty. $9,500. for quick sale.
Call Ray. 433-5987.

HELP WANTED
$1,500 Weekly Potential - mailing
our circulars. Free information. Call
202452-5901.
Earn Up to $500 Per Week assembling products at home. No
experience. Info. 1-504^46-1700,
dept. VA-4806.

Design and Produce Vinyl Signs
using state of the art technology!
Sign Pro needs a graphic design
and production layout technician.
Full and part-time positions
available. Apply at Radio Center,
207 University Blvd. EOE

PAID MGT. INTERNSHIPS
INFO. SESSIONS
Open to all majors
Thursday. Oct. 21. 11:30 a.m.
12:00 p.m.. and 12:30 p.m.
Showker Hall. Km. 221
Get real life experience tills summer?

i Major - Prefer sophomore or
junior with good telephone skills for
Friday and Saturday work with fulWjme
in summer. Local business, good
working conditions. 4337867.

Waitress Needed - Jess' Quick
Lunch. Apply in person. 22 S.
Main Street.

Tutors Needed ■ For all subject m
and levels. JMU students only Stop
by the Counseling and Student
Development Center, Vamer House,
for an application.

Live Your Dreams ■ Work from
home. Unlimited income. Inter
national company. Opportunity of a
lifetime. Recorded 24 hour
message. 1677-789-5864 (toll free).

SPRING BREAK 2000
The Millenium
A new decade...nee In Travel
Free trips. Free meals
Jamaica. Cancun. Florida.
Barbados. Bahamas
Book before Nov S for

LOST & FOUND

PTM MMla • a Tm trtp.1
I eoo-43S 7710/anu^npkMhtoun^nn

Free Baby Boom Box - Plus earn
$1,200! Fund-raiser for student
groups and organizations. Earn up
to $4 per Master Card app. Call for
info or visit our website. Qualified
callers receive a FREE baby boom
box. 1«X>932«528, ext. 119 or
ext. 125. www.ocmconcepts.com
University Parking Services ■ is
currently seeking students interested
in working for the JMU Parking Staff.
Starting wage is $5.95 per hour.
For more information, call 5686105
or e-mail yateswc@jmu.edu.
Applications should be submitted
to the Parking Office located in
Shenandoah Hall.
WtJ Pay Cash • for used or damaged
electronics. VCRs, TVs, home
and car stereo. PlayStations, etc.
Call Mike's Electronics. 434-8800.
Cook Positions - Full and part-time
openings at Sunnyside Retirement
Community. Hours will vary as well
as days to be worked. Includes
every other weekend. Apply in
person at Sunnyside Retirement
Community, 100 Sunnyside Dr..
Suite A. Harrisonburg. Call the Human
Resources Office at 568 8233
with questions.
Motivated Individuals - work as
little or as much as you want with
your own business. Earn 75%
profits on all sales. Call this
student to rind out how. 437 5692.

www. tuitionpainters.com

Found Silver Jewelry - Call Paige,
568-7265 to identify and claim.
Found in Zane Showker Hall.

SERVICES
Muffins Delivered to your Office!
Try one of our delicious flavors! Call
Karen at Sweet Muffins. 801O538
or 478-7800.
Guitar Lessons - Beginner to
intermediate. Theory and technique.
$10/hr. Call Greg. 435-4734.
Piano and Keyboard Lessons beginner to intermediate. Theory
and technique. $10/hr. Call
Peanut. 432-1414.
Roth IRA - Payroll deduction. Call
MetLife, 433-9178 or e-mail
emorTison@metlife.com.
SKYOIVE! 1-800-SKYDIVEI Come
see what hundreds of JMU students
have experienced at Skydive
Orange! One day first jump.
Complete information is on
h tfp.y7www.skytJiveorange.com.

Cancun A Jamaica Spring Break
Specials! 7 nights, ar, hotel, free meals
from $399! 1 of 6 small businesses
recognized for outstanding ethics!
spnngbreaktrave/.com
1-800678*386.
Act Nowll Call lor the Best ■
Spring Break prices! South Padre.
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas.
Acapulco, Florida & Mardi Gras!
Reps needed...travel free, earn $$$.
Discounts for 6+. 16006386203.
www./eisuretours.com

SPRING BREAK 2000!
Free Trips, Free Meals
Ijm.-Kj. I"ancun. Hondj. Hjrbjtlm. Hjlijma4,
Hook now lor fnt Mejlt It 2 Free Trip*
Hook by Itarmbrr 17th (of Lowetl Kjlr*

1-800-426-7710
tirut(i.Mjiis(i/iis'ilours.c<im

1-800-367-1252.
www. springbreakdirect. com
Early Spring Break Specials!
Bahamas Party Cruise 5 days
$279! Includes most meals!
Awesome beaches, nightlife! Panama
City, Daytona. South Beach. Florida
$129! springbreaktravel.com
1-8006766386.
Browse hpt.com for Spring Break
2000 - All destinations offered.
Trip participants, students
organizations and campus sales
reps wanted. Fabulous parties,
hotels, and prices. For reservations
or rep registration call Inter-Campus,
16CO-3276013.
Spring Break 200011 Panama City.
Daytona. Key West. South Beach,
South Padre. Prices from $129/
week. $25 deposit reserves your
spot. NOW!! Group organizers
travel FREE! Call 800-7996445 or
www.usaspringbreak.com.

NOTICE
For more information and assistance
regarding the investigation of financing
business opportunities & work athome opportunities, contact
the Better Business Bureau Inc.,
at 1-80O533-5501.

PERSONALS
Trip to London - May 9 May 19,
2000. Monuments, museums,
castles, plays! For more information
contact Cara Swafford at 5687056
or swattocx@jmu.edu.

SPRING BREAK
Put Posters Up on Campus • or get
a group and go free to Bahamas.
Cancun, Jamaica, or Florida for
Spring Break. No selling involved.
Lowest prices and reputable
company
make
it
easy.
springbreaktravel. com
18006786386.

■..■■-;■-.-■•:■..■

A cappella Concert - featuring Exit
245 and The Bluestones. Wed.
Oct. 20. 7:30 p.m. Wilson Hall.
$2. For more information call
Cheryl, 4385762.
Adoption - Warm, loving couple
unable to have second child seeks
newborn to love and nurture. Can
pay medical, legal expenses. Make
our dream come true. Call toll free
1-877-237-0144.
Adoption - Loving, childless couple
wishes to adopt infant. Happy
home near parks and excellent
schools. Can help with medical/
legal expenses. Please call Michelle
or Dave. 1 800-366 1087. Let's
help each other.

Depression
Education Week
Watch for Info

on this Important
campus-wide event.

Student Spirit Prizes!!!
MONEY FOR YOUR CLUB,
ORG, OR RES. HALL!
Prizes donated by James McHone
jewelers, Anthony's Pizza, JMU
Catering, UPB. F.&C. and More!

Thank You for showing

Register Your Club or
Organization for

your JMU Spirit, Clubs,
Orgs, and Res Halls!

Spring Break Reps Needed - to
promote our trips. Earn money,
travel free! No cost. We train you.

0iw£-te Ctnd'Ped&ihlQn
SAFETY EDUCATION WEEK;
Watch for info on this
important campus-wide event.

COOL PRIZES
and CASH!
Contact Molly at

Come out and show your
JMU PRIDK:
HOMECOMING '99!

amburnmz&jmu.rdu.

Register your club, org, or
res hall to compete for

YOU GOT
SPIRIT?

Student Spirit Points!
Winners get $$$ and other
great PJRJZESl
I -ni.ii I amburnmz for info.
$S Wbere Are You? $$
Some happy Outpost customers
are already $5 richerThere are lots more bills to be given
away so make it easy for us
would ya?
Put your buttons where
we can see 'em!

WIN COOL PRIZES
AND CASH

Homecoming Oct. 18-23
Adoption - Pregnant? Do you have
a friend who is pregnant? We are a
loving and caring family who would
be overjoyed to welcome a
Caucasian baby into our home. We
want to adopt a baby and we will
give a baby a bright future filled
with love. Please call us toll free at
1-888-246-7557 or e-mail us at
sunnydaybaby@hotmail. com.
Thanks a bundle!
Subscriptions to

The Breeze

for your club, org. or res. hall!

Are Available!

Commons Day

For only $30 for third class
mail, or $75 for first class

Octal, 11:00 a.m. - 2 p.m.

mail, you can receive a full
year of
The Breeze'.

WIN ALL-ZONE
PARKING PASS!

Please send your name.
address & money to:

[-'or details contact Courtney at
<ilub-HCspiril>

MSC 6805.Anthony Seeger Hall
MSC 680S
Harrisonburg. VA 22807

The Breeze

"Where Buyer Meets Bargain"

Place your Breeze classified ad today!
■
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CABLE HOOK-UPS AND BLINDS IN EACH APARTMENT.

Each Furnished Luxury
Apartment Comes With:
OFFICE HOURS
Mon. - Fri. 9 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
1068 N Lois Lane

432-0600
Visit our website
www.lbjlimited.com

•Double Beds in each room
•Full size Washer & Dryer
•Telephone & Cable
hookups in each bedroom
& living room
•High speed internet access

•Oversized Closets
•Built-in microwave oven
•Garbage disposal
•Full size Dishwasher
•Bus Service

Stop by <ffie Commons, Soutft View and Stone §ate (Rxntaf
Office, or caft432-0600, and make a move to fuxurvl A

